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(i)
SUMMARY
Autoradiographic studies with eukaryote chromosomes have produced 
results consistent with there being two "duplication-segregation" 
subunits per unreplicated chromosome. Exchanges between sister 
chromatids have indicated that these subunits are of opposite 
polarities, but conflicting results have been produced, particularly 
in relation to the origin of autoradiographic sister chromatid 
exchanges.
Further there is no information as to the possible uniform 
continuity of subunit polarities along chromosomes.
Autoradiographic experiments with chromosomes of WaVtabia bicotov 
and the analysis of induced ring chromosomes in Vida faba have 
indicated that:
(i) sister chromatid exchanges in Waiiabia chromosomes over
othe first three divisions after H -thymidine incorporation 
are independent of tritium level;
(ii) such exchanges within divisions are also independent and 
fairly uniformly distributed along chromosomes, while 
observed levels consistently under-estimate actual levels;
(iii) the duplication segregation subunits of WcCliabia chromosomes 
are restricted in their ability to rejoin at a sister chromatid 
exchange event;
(iv) subunits replicated in one cycle are not cosegregated as a set
or in homologous pairs of chromosomes; sister chromatid 
distribution at mitosis is random; - .
(v) breakage-reunion phenomena in ring chromosomes of Vida faba 
are comparatively common events;
(vi) the level of sister chromatid exchanges in ring chromosomes 
is compatible with that observed autoradiographic.ally in rod
chromosomes;
(vii) results are consistent with duplication-segregation 
subunits being of uniform polarities along a chromosome 
arm;
(viii) a directional change in subunit polarities is possible in 
the metacentric chromosome of the Vida complement.
1 .
CHAPTER I
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Chromosome are specialised structures for the storage, replication 
and transcription of genetic information in organisms. In eukaryotes 
they undergo considerable morphological changes over a cell cycle, being 
metabolically active in their unfolded form (in interphase) while in 
their condensed form (in mitosis) they are inactive and primarily 
concerned with cellular segregation. These transitions of form tend 
to obscure the fundamental organisation of chromosomes.
Chemical analyses in a comprehensive range of higher organisms 
have shown the major components of interphase nuclei to be DNA, RNA 
and a mixture of proteins. Analyses on isolated metaphase chromosomes 
(Huberman and Attardi, 1966; Maio and Schildkraut, 1967) confirm these 
components but indicate that RNA is largely a contaminant. Therefore 
the principal components of eukaryote chromosomes are DNA and protein. 
However, there is a vast difference between the comparatively huge 
chromosomes of higher organisms and the DNA molecule, which is the 
common denominator of all primary genetic systems. Presumably the 
different morphological states of the chromosome are mediated by 
transient proteins although other factors of the nuclear environment 
cannot be excluded (for reviews on chromosomal proteins see, De Lange 
and Smith, 1971; Elgin, Froehner, Smart and Bonner, 1971). Certainly 
protein synthesis is an essential part of chromosome duplication, 
however, this is at times tacitly equated in the DNA duplication, and 
since it is unlikely that proteins are involved in the lengthwise 
continuity of chromosomes (Prescott, 1970), only the DNA component of
the chromosome will be considered.
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Nuclear DNA values among eukaryotes vary over a very wide range 
(Britten and Davidson, 1971; Rees and Jones, 1972), with the DNA 
being distributed among varying numbers of chromosomes between species. 
However in closely related species with similar chromosome numbers 
there are also large variations in DNA content (Ris and Kubai, 1970).
Such variations can be accommodated on a structural basis in 
two ways:
(i) a lateral multiplication or reduction in the number 
of DNA strands in chromosomes (polynemy);
(ii) a lengthwise multiplication or reduction of nucleotide 
sequences in a single DNA strand chromosome (uninemy).
Chromosome DNA I
The finding that DNA values in some related species with similar 
chromosome numbers follows a discontinuous series (Martin and Rae, 1966, 
with V id a  species; Rothfels, Sexsmith, Heimburger and Krause, 1966, 
with species of Ranuncuiaceae) while favouring differential polynemy 
cannot exclude lengthwise chromosomal variation. Further studies 
with the genus V ic ia have shown that species in two sections have 
continuous series of nuclear DNA contents, while two other sections 
are disjunct (Chooi, 1971a). This therefore favours DNA increases 
or decreases between species by segmental rather than lateral variation, 
as is also probable with the genus L o tiim  (Rees and Jones, 1967).
Indeed Rees and Jones (1972) favour all quantitative DNA nuclear 
variation, in the absence of numerical chromosome change, as being 
due to lengthwise DNA variations. However, this conclusion is not 
justified in the absence of further information.
In a wide variety of organisms analysis of chromosomal DNA has 
shown that a varying proportion of nucleotide sequences in the genome 
are present as multiple copies (Britten and Kohne, 1968; Bostock, 1971;
Flamm, 1972). If DNA differences between related species of 
similar chromosome number are due to lateral copies in chromosomes 
then the relative frequency of any DNA sequence should not alter 
between such species. However, studies with amphibians (Straus,
1971) and Vicia species (Chooi, 1971A) with widely varying DNA 
contents, indicated that in both cases the genomes studied contained 
different fractions of DNA at different frequencies of repetition. 
Therefore in neither study is a polyneme series evident and genome 
alterations probably derive from localised tandem repetition or 
reduction. In particular, the amphibian data (Straus, 1971) 
indicated that the larger genomes evolved mainly through repeating 
a large number of times small fractions of the genomes. Renaturation 
kinetics of prokaryote DNA’s have shown that nucleotide sequences 
are largely non-repeated or "unique", whereas eukaryote DNA’s contain 
in addition to the unique class, nucleotide sequences of different 
degrees of repetition. The comprehensive analysis of DNA from mouse 
sperm by Laird (1971) used prokaryote DNA’s as internal standards 
assuming that each .different prokaryote sequence of -400 nucleotides 
existed once per genome. Results supported the conclusion that each 
"unique" nucleotide sequence is present once per sperm and therefore 
mouse meiotic chromatids are unineme in a structural sense. This 
conclusion was also reached for two organisms of considerably lower 
DNA content (Ciona intestinalis and Drosophila melanogaster). While 
this approach has covered few organisms results favour DNA in 
chromatids being one strand at any one point along the chromatid.
Cytological observations
Direct observations on higher organism chromosomes has generally 
produced conflicting interpretations of chromosome structure. An 
anaphase duality of the chromatid is cited by Wilson (1925, p. 138)
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as being observed by Van Beneden in 1883. Wilson (1925) also 
notes other early workers who confirmed or denied these observations 
on the grounds that they were artifactual. In 1939, Nebel reviewing 
the controversy on chromosome strandedness at that time commented 
"The disagreement on thread number will probably appear somewhat 
artificial twenty years hence when more knowledge will be available 
to understand why the same element may change its appearance so 
confusingly" (Nebel, 1939 p. 566). Subsequent events do not however 
appease this comment. Although Bajer (1965) demonstrated sub­
chromatids in the living state, and treatment of chromosomes with 
trypsin (Trosko and Wolff, 1965) resulted in a considerable enhance­
ment of sub-chromatid appearance in Vicia faba, Comings and Okada 
(1970) reflect a continuing disbelief in sub-chromatids as entities.
They consider that sub-chromatids reflect an illusion of doubleness 
due to the coiling of a flattened cylindrical structure. Their 
conclusions were based on a failure to observe sub-chromatids with 
the electron microscope, which has provided much conflicting evidence 
on chromosome structure. There is a general agreement that chromosomes 
under the electron microscope are composed of fibers, however there 
is considerable disagreement as to the diameter of these fibers and 
their organisation. Wolfe (1968) and Solar! (1971) showed that 
various treatments considerably affect fiber diameter, which reaches 
its extreme in the work of Cole (1967) who reports a range of fiber
O
diameters from 8 to 2000 A. In many cases {e.g. Gall, 1966) fibers
O
of about 250 A have been reported, digestion, with proteases ultimately
O
resulting in fibers of about 25 A diameter wfiaich are destroyed by 
DNase (Abuelo and Moore, 1969). Aggregation of chromosomal fibers 
is evident in Gall (1966, p. 229) which is similar to the sub-chromatids 
in Trosko and Wolff (1965). In both cases fcib.is may represent an
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artifactual coherence of fibers following treatment before observa­
tion.
In amphibian oocyte lampbrush chromosomes the axial fiber of
O
the looped out chromatids is 30 to 50 A in diameter and is destroyed 
by DNase (Miller, 1965) while the integrity of the fibers is not 
destroyed with proteolytic enzymes. Therefore there is no indication 
of non DNA linkers in lampbrush chromosomes; the loop axis also has 
kinetics of breakage by DNase compatible with there being two separately 
breakable subunits (Gall, 1963). This favours the view that the axis 
of a chromatid is one DNA molecule. However Heddle and Bodycote (1970) 
consider that the kinetics of digestion of loops and main axes (two 
chromatids) by DNase are similar after correction, so that the technique 
may be inadequate to delineate strandedness. Nevertheless the electron 
microscope favours the view that in these chromosomes (from animals 
with very high nuclear DNA contents) the chromatid probably consists 
at any point of one DNA molecule. Du Praw (1966, 1968) considers 
that all eukaryote chromosomes are made up of one DNA molecule which 
is surrounded by protein and folded and coiled! to produce the typical 
metaphase chromosome. Although the basic fiber is undisputed, this 
interpretation is questioned by other workers (Wolfe, 1969; Ris and 
Kubai, 1970; Stubblefield and Wray, 1971), since the tangled mass 
usually evident under the electron microscope is incapable of such 
resolution. Certainly, however, coiling is involved in chromosome 
condensation (Cleveland, 1949; Ohnuki, 1968). In particular the 
chromosomes of some hypermastigote flagellates undergo a continuous 
coiling sequence throughout the nuclear cycle (Cleveland, 1949). In 
some instances coiled sub-chromatids were evident in the one species, 
however this could have been the result of endopolyploidy, which 
possibility DNA estimations could dispel.
6Aberrations
Other observational evidence relevant to the problem of 
chromosome strandedness comes from radiation induced chromosomal 
aberrations. Prior to chromosome replication aberrations may be 
induced in late G1 which are those expected for replicated chromo­
somes (Evans and Savage,1963; Wolff and Luippold, 1964). This has 
been interpreted to mean that the chromatid is a bistranded structure 
containing subunits that become independent (for aberration formation) 
just prior to the initiation of replication (Wolff, 1969). However, 
a break in one DNA chain remaining until replication could result in 
a subsequent chromatid aberration.
Irradiation in early prophase often results in aberrations where 
the unit of breakage appears to be smaller than a single chromatid 
(Evans, 1962). If these aberrations involve exchanges between sub­
chromatids, chromatid exchanges should appear at the next division, 
while if they are masked chromatid exchanges, chromosome type 
exchanges should result. Conflicting results favouring both 
possibilities (Peacock, 1961; Heddle, 1969b vs. Kihlman and Hartley, 
1967; Kihlman, 1971) do not allow any definite conclusions as to the 
role of chromosome strandedness in such aberrations. Overall, as 
reviewed in Evans (1962) the majority of chromosomal aberrations which 
have been observed in a wide variety of organisms indicate that a 
chromatid behaves as a unit with regard to breakage and exchange events.
Duplication-segregation subunits
The model for DNA presented by Watson and Crick (1953a) with its 
two complementary chains forming a double helix, suggested a mechanism 
whereby each chain acts as a template for the synthesis of its comple­
mentary chain, such that DNA is semi-conservatively replicated (Watson 
and Crick, 1953b). Autoradiographic experiments by Taylor, Woods and
oHughes (1957) with H -thymidine labelled chromosomes in Vicia faba 
root tips were consistent with a semi-conservative segregation of 
DNA during successive mitoses. Observations indicated that each 
chromatid is formed of two functional subunits that duplicate, and 
then segregate at anaphase together with their replica. These 
observations have been confirmed in a number of organisms (see 
Taylor, 1969; Prescott, 1970). The segregation of labelled chromo­
some subunits in endoreduplicated cells [sister chromosomes associated 
in pairs (diplochromosomes) result from two successive chromosome 
duplications, without chromosome separation] showed further that 
newly replicated subunits segregate externally to the old subunits 
(Walen, 1965; Herreros and Gianelli, 1967; Peacock, 1971). The 
mechanism underlying this form of segregation is unknown.
The segregation of labelled and unlabelled chromatid subunits at 
the 2nd division after label is frequently accompanied by sister 
chromatid label interchanges. This implies {Taylor, 1958) that there 
are switch points along chromosomes, where reciprocal segmental 
exchanges between sister chromatids take place. The observation 
that sister chromatid exchanges (SCE's) were- occasionally at similar 
positions on pairs of homologous chromosomes: in tetraploid cells 
enabled Taylor (1958, 19592?) to ascertain whether chromatid subunits 
were similar or dissimilar. An exchange in ttihe first replication 
cycle after label leads to two similarly positioned exchanges (a twin 
SCE) in sister chromosomes while an exchange, in the second cycle 
leads to a single SCE. The relative frequeiECiles of twin and single 
exchanges observed in Bellevalia romance chromic somes led Taylor (19592?) 
to conclude that chromatid subunits are restricted in their ability 
to rejoin in sister chromatid exchange events;.
A different approach confirming the dissimilarity of chromatid
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subunits was devised by Brewen and Peacock (.1.969a) . Dicentric 
chromatids were X-ray induced in labelled Chinese hamster chromo­
somes and examined after a further replication without prior anaphase 
separation. If rejoining of chromatid subunits is restricted, 
dicentric chromosomes with label largely confined to one chromatid 
should be observed in tetraploid second division cells. The alterna­
tive possibility, based on random reunion of subunits, of an equal 
frequency of dicentric chromosomes with one chromatid labelled and 
with a sister chromatid exchange at the midpoint between the centromeres 
was not found. Results were consistent with chromatid subunits not 
being free to rejoin at random following an X-ray induced break. These 
findings of two "duplication-segregation" subunits which are dissimilar 
and complementary, indicate that the chromatid is closely analagous to 
the DNA double helix. However, an assortment of labelled strands in 
a polynemic chromosome model cannot be excluded.
Isolabelling
At the second division after a pulse of R -thymidine a segregation 
of label is expected between sister chromatids. However, in some 
instances concurrent regions of label have been observed over sister 
chromatids (isolabelling) at the second division (Taylor, 1958).
Such isolabelling has been confirmed in a number of instances (Peacock, 
1963; Walen, 1965; Darlington and Haque, 1969). This has been inter­
preted by Peacock (1963) as possible evidence for sub-chromatid 
exchanges and therefore for a polynemic chromosome. Zweidler (1964) 
claims that the majority of second division chromosomes he examined 
of Allivjn cepa were isolabelled, and significant segregation of label 
only took place at the 3rd division. This finding is used by Du Praw 
(1968) to support his view that isolabelling is a result of folding 
of one basic chromosomal fiber following a telomeric sister chromatid
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exchange. However Du Praw (1968) grossly misrepresents the work 
of Zweidler (1964) in claiming that his results from Vioia faba 
chromosomes contradict the enzyme digestion studies of Trosko and 
Wolff (1965),and also that Vioia chromosomes were not isolabelled 
as were Allium chromosomes (Du Praw, 1968 p. 567, p. 573). In fact, 
Zweidler (1964) presented no results for Vioia faba, and his findings 
can more readily be contrasted with those of Darlington and Ilaque 
(1969) with Allium sativum. The extremely dense autoradiograms 
depicted in Zweidler (1964), and his allocation of metaphase cells 
to their respective divisions by the time at which they were found 
after label (which cannot exclude divisional mixing) cast considerable 
doubt on his interpretations. In Darlington and Haque (1969) second 
division cells were recognised as colchicine induced tetraploid meta­
phases and it is possible to largely attribute the low level of iso­
labelling recorded (- 10%) to grain overlap following adjacent sister 
chromatid exchanges. However, this explanation of isolabel is less 
applicable to the results of Deaven and Stubblefield (1969) where 
isolabel was recorded up to eight divisions after iP-thymidine 
incorporation in Chinese hamster chromosomes, with emphasis on sex 
chromosome isolabel in late replicating regions. Callan (1972) 
expresses a belief that the only reasonable evidence for polynemy 
is isolabelling, which he personally considers to be an autoradio­
graphic artifact. This view is endorsed by Thomas (1971) who states 
"there are other workers who have never seen isolabelling at X2" 
(Thomas, 1971, p. 243) in reference to a personal communication from 
Callan, whereas the view of Callan (1972) refers to interpretation 
not observation. Whitehouse (1969) considers that sister chromatid 
exchanges may occur at specific sites on chromosomes and that nearby 
copies of the site region may be detached from the chromatids at the
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time of exchange. If one set of copies is labelled and the other 
unlabelled subsequent incorrect reinsertion could lead to isolabelling. 
This explanation for isolabelling which is compatible with a uninemic 
chromosome appears to be of tenuous reality, and isolabel in some 
instances remains unexplained.
Multiple gene copies
Callan (1967) proposed that multiple copies of genes exist in 
a linear order on chromosomes with a master sequence followed by a 
number of slave sequences which are corrected against the master.
The difficulties inherent in accounting for mutation and genetic 
crossover data with multiple copies of genes either on a master-slave 
hypothesis or a polynemic hypothesis have led to opposing viewpoints. 
Cohen (1971) favours a polynemic chromosome and considers that,
"there are, for example, few theories as whimsical or involved as the 
master-slave postulate of Callan (1967)", (Cohen, 1971, p. 64). 
Alternatively, Thomas (1971) in referring to polynemic chromosomes 
considers that, "there exists a magic process, which I have called 
’rectification* that somehow causes the nucleotide sequence in all 
gene copies to be the same. Unpleasant as these desperate efforts 
to maintain the polyneme conjecture may be, they warrant serious 
study". (Thomas, 1971, p. 245). As pointed out by Wolff (1969), 
given that there are multiple copies of particular nucleotide 
sequences, any scheme to account for mutation and recombination in
I
a unime chromosome invokes similar conceptual difficulties as does 
a polyneme chromosome. However, polynemic chromosomes additionally 
require a mechanism for semi-conservative segregation of DNA strands.
Certainly chromosomes with a lateral multiplication of strands, 
(following multiple rounds of endoreduplication) occur in some 
specialised tissues, particularly in the Diptera. These polytene
chromosomes do not though, undergo any mitoses and may be selectively 
under-replicated (Rudkin, 1965). Estimations of the DNA content of 
mitotically capable nuclei of Dipteran neuroblasts indicated con­
siderable differences in DNA content at two larval developmental 
stages (Rudkin, 1965). Further studies (Gay, Das, Forward and 
Kaufmann, 1970) have shown that in such dividing neuroblasts the 
diploid chromosome number is maintained and that the chromosomes 
at the later developmental stage are morphologically similar though 
uniformly larger than the earlier stage and are not diplochromosomes. 
Further, there is a two-fold difference in DNA content in the 
respective metaphase figures indicating that these mitotically capable 
chromosomes have most probably arisen by polynemy. Therefore chromo­
somes in different tissues in some organisms may be polynemic although 
the basic chromosome may be uninemic.
Subunits
Despite the fact that the number of laterally arranged DNA 
strands in chromosomes is uncertain autoradiographic experiments 
indicate that:
(i) there are two subunits of "duplication-segregation" 
in a chromatid;
(ii) each of the subunits extends the length of the 
chromosome;
(iii) the subunits are different in that at any one site 
they are restricted in their capacity to rejoin 
either during a sister chromatid exchange or following 
an induced break;
(iv) the subunit difference has a directional sense and 
the subunits may be regarded as being of opposite
polarity.
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These conditions are just those expected if a chromatid were 
one long DNA double helix. If this is so then an anaphase chromatid 
of chromosome 1 of the human complement contains about 8 cm of 
continuous DNA. Further, a chromatid of the lungfish (Lepidos'Lren 
paradoxa) would contain about 1 metre of DNA (Taylor, 1969). Polynemy 
would also in many instances result in DNA molecules of considerable 
length, unless there were large numbers of lateral repeats. Labelled 
DNA fibers isolated from Chinese hamster cells produced autoradiograms 
showing continuously labelled molecules up to 1.8 mm and also showing 
no effect from prolonged prcnase treatment Cluberman and Riggs, 1966). 
Therefore these fibers contained no pronase susceptible linkers.
Similar autoradiograms with lengths up to 2.2 cm (Sasaki and Norman, 
1966) , which if it were one DNA molecule is sufficient for a small 
chromatid, probably represent aggregates of fibers rather than single 
molecules.
Subunits of a different nature have also been shown to exist 
along the length of eukaryote chromatids. It is apparent that there 
are a large number of sites for the initiation of replication in 
eukaryote chromosomes (Huberman and Riggs, 29N68; Callan, 1972). 
Therefore the chromosome also contains independently replicating sub­
units or "replicons" (Taylor, 1963). Other, evidence pertinent to 
the organisation of eukaryote chromosomes into subunits is based on 
alkaline denaturation of nuclear DNA. This f/roduces a uniform 
population of subunits of about 100 y (Taylor, Mego and Evenson,
1970). These subunits can be degraded into a hierarchy of subunits, 
with a 2 y subunit being promoted as the basic unit in replication. 
Further controlled denaturation studies (Evenson, Mego and Taylor,
1972) indicate a subunit of about 0.5 y whiLdh occurs at highly regular 
intervals. Other studies also indicate that: long DNA molecules are
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composed of structural subunits which are linked by alkali labile 
bonds (Lett, Klucis and Sun, 1970; Lett, Sun and Wheeler, 1972).
Also there is an indication that the classes of subunits are 
differently capable of repair following cellular irradiation (Lett 
et at., 1972). However, these studies indicated that the large 
subunits between the alkali labile bonds are considerably longer 
than those of Taylor, Mego and Evenson (1970), a difference which 
is unresolved. Therefore overall, there is considerable evidence 
for subunits of different roles in eukaryote chromosomes.
This project aims to analyse further, properties of the 
"duplication-segregation" subunits of eukaryote chromosomes. The 
analysis is in two parts - j
(i) autoradiographic experiments with marsupial chromosomes; and
(ii) irradiation experiments, with unreplicated chromosomes 
of Vicia faba.
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CHAPTER II
SISTER CHROMATID EXCHANGES IN WALLABIA BICOLOR
Autoradiographic experiments on the segregation of labelled DNA in
Vicia faba chromosomes led Taylor, Woods and Hughes (1957) to postulate
that the DNA was semi-conservatively replicated. Diploid metaphase
3cells collected after exposure to IT -thymidine produced autoradiograms 
where grains were localised above both chromatids. Colchicine induced 
tetraploid metaphases collected after a further replication in the 
absence of labelled precursor showed a segregation of grains above 
chromatids. These findings were consistent with DNA being conserved 
in two subunits in each chromatid and segregated semi-conservatively 
as predicted by Watson and Crick for the DNA duplex.
At any point along each of the chromoscames label was all above one 
chromatid or all above the other. The switch points between chromatids 
which were observed were attributed to sister chromatid exchanges 
(SCE’s). The study of sister chromatid exchanges has led to disputed 
interpretations of their source of origin, aand of the properties of 
the "duplication-segregation" subunits of exaäharyote chromatids.
Colchicine induced tetraploid cells at. ithe second division after 
labelling contain 2 daughter chromosomes fraira each parential chromosome 
and Taylor (1958) studied SCE’s in such celHaB from BettevaVla romana.
He observed that frequently two homologous (rihromosomes had SCE’s at 
the same point, and these were termed twin exchanges. An exchange in 
one chromosome unmatched by an exchange in iitts homologue was termed a 
single exchange. Taylor reasoned that a twihn exchange resulted from 
an event that had occurred before the separaütion of chromatids at the 
first division, whereas a single exchange rarsulted from an event in 
one chromosome in the second division. FunUiher, the ratio of single
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to twin exchanges would reflect whether exchange between sister 
chromatids allowed (i) random reunion of chromatid subunits or
(ii) a restriction due to chromatid subunits being dissimilar.
Polarized rejoining would follow if the chromatid subunits are 
(or are analogous to) the two subunits of a BNA duplex, since the 
sugar phosphate linkages of the chains are of opposite polarity.
If the probability of SCE is equal in both division cycles, the 
ratio expected for singles to twins with unrestricted rejoining is 
10:1 and for restricted rejoining the ratio» is 2:1. Since the 
observed ratio (Taylor, 1958) was 0.4:1 Taylor concluded that 
rejoining is restricted and that the frequency of exchanges in the 
second interphase was lower than in the first: interphase. He 
realised that the amount of endogenous radiation from the incorporated 
tritium is reduced by half at the second interphase and therefore 
SCE’s could be radiation-induced and reflect tritium dose. Also, 
colchicine was present during the second but. net the first interphase 
and could have influenced exchange frequencies. Subsequent experiments 
produced a ratio of 0.9:1 when colchicine was present during both 
interphases (Taylor, 1959a) and 1.9:1 when a colchicine pretreatment 
was given (Taylor, 1959b )  y although data was limited. In the latter 
study Taylor concluded that (i) the two strands of a chromatid are 
structurally different in a way that prevents reunion of unlike 
strands, (ii) that the frequency of exchanges is probably not 
significantly affected by the endogenous tritium radiation, and
(iii) colchicine influences exchange probabilities in BeHevdl'La
chromosomes.
16.
Wolff (1964) pointed out that the finding of a colchicine effect- 
on exchanges did not preclude SCE’s from being radiation induced.
He argued that the ratio obtained by Taylor (1958) approximated 0.5:1 
which is that expected if SCE’s are induced by endogenous radiation 
from tritium (which was essential to demonstrate their occurrence), 
and if exchanges follow dose square (two-hit) kinetics. But the 
assumption of reunion being restricted is not altered.
Subsequent reports from second division post label endotetraploid 
Potorous tridactylis (Walen, 1965) and human cells (Herreros and 
Gianelli, 1967) produced results which favour a 2:1 rather than a 10:1 
or a 0.5:1 ratio. A report of 10 singles:1 twin in Haplopappus gracilis 
chromosomes (Sparvoli, Gay and Haufmann, 1966) has never been 
substantiated by data and although having previously received unwarranted 
recognition, should be disregarded.
When SCE’s are scored on homologous pairs of chromosomes the 
chance occurrence of single exchanges at about the same point on both 
chromosomes will incorrectly be assessed as a twin exchange (a "false" 
twin). The frequency of such "false" twins would depend on exchange 
frequency as pointed out by Heddle (1969a). After deriving a 
formula to estimate the frequency of false twins, Heddle modified 
published data and concluded that the experiments with endoreduplicated 
cells produced ratios closer to 4 singles:1 twin than 2 singles:1 twin. 
Heddle (1968) presented the relative frequencies of single and twin 
exchanges expected when it is assumed that exchange frequency is 
(a) independent of tritium level (b) has linear dose kinetics or 
(c) dose square kinetics; and for the assumptions that chromosome 
subunits are restricted or unrestricted in their capacity to rejoin.
A ratio of 4:1 is expected if exchanges follow dose square kinetics 
and if chromosome subunits rejoin randomly.
17.
Therefore Heddle (1968, 1969a) queried both the conclusions of 
Taylor (1959b) (i) that SCE’s are probably not significantly affected
by tritium and (ii) that there is a directional polarity of subunits 
involved in exchange formation. However Heddle (1969a) failed to 
take into consideration the probability of loss of true twin exchanges 
by coincident second division exchange events. The analysis of Geard 
and Peacock (1969) considered potential errors due to false twins and 
also the effect of loss of true twins, and clearly showed that in 
V'icia faha chromosomes even a maximum allowance for error did not 
result in a significant deviation from a 2 singles:1 twin ratio. 
Peacock (1963) had previously demonstrated that colchicine has no 
effect on SCE frequency in Vicia chromosomes.
Therefore the greater part of the available data on single:twin 
SCE ratios in a range of organisms is consistent with chromatid 
subunits involved in exchange formation being dissimilar. However, 
there is uncertainty about the origin of the SCE’s upon which this 
conclusion is based.
If SCE’s are radiation induced they might be expected to increase 
as radiation dose increases. However, the yield of SCE’s in Chinese 
hamster chromosomes was found to be independent of tritium dose over 
a wide range (Marin and Prescott, 1964). The absence of a tritium 
dose response could have been due to saturation of a limited number 
of sites for sister chromatid exchanges. This probability was 
rejected because of the absence of significant cell killing and 
induced aberrations which could be expected if SCE’s at the level 
recorded were related to radiation induced chromosome breakage.
Marin and Prescott (1964) concluded that SCE’s were "spontaneous" 
events. The saturation point was developed by Wolff (1964) in 
disagreement with Marin and Prescott (1964). He had previously
18.
demonstrated (Wolff, 1959) that following irradiation, cells with 
multiple aberrations were fewer than expected on a random distribution 
of events and this was suggested to be due to a limited number of 
sites for aberration production within the nucleus. Distributions 
were under-dispersed when tested against Poisson expectations 
indicating that successive events were not independent and were 
limited. In an analysis of 12 SCE distributions in Viera faba (Geard 
and Peacock, 1969; Geard, 1969) 5 were significantly different from 
Poisson expectations and showed under-dispersion. Therefore the data 
in Vicia are ambivalent and do not allow any firm conclusions, although 
twin:single results supported exchange probabilities being independent 
of tritium level over the first two replication cycles after isotope 
incorporation.
Sister chromatid exchanges were proposed as the mechanism whereby
monocentric ring chromosomes were converted to dicentric ring
chromosomes in maize (McClintock, 1938, 194:11) . Brewen and Peacock
(1969b) therefore determined the frequency <&>f dicentric ring chromosome
formation in the presence and absence of HT— thymidine in a human ring
3chromosome. They found that H -thymidine f increased the frequency of 
dicentric ring chromosomes and therefore of. SCE’s in the ring, and 
that the frequency of dicentric rings inducted per division approximated 
the frequency of SCE’s in rod chromosomes.: However the level of
spontaneous dicentric ring formation also approximated the frequency 
of exchange in rod chromosomes and therefore the relative proportions 
of spontaneous and induced SCE’s in human mod chromosomes could not 
be estimated.
In Potorous tridaetylis chromosomes S.lCE’s definitely increased
as tritium level increased (Gibson and Prescott, 1972). The low 
3levels of H -thymidine used established tha.t there was a low
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saturation level for response to increased tritium which the previous 
experiments with Chinese hamster chromosomes (Marin and Prescott,
1964) probably would have exceeded. The suggestion of Gibson and 
Prescott (1972) that all SCE’s are induced by incorporated tritium is 
possible, however the considerable variability they observed in 
exchange frequency between experiments makes it equally likely that 
a proportion of SCE’s are spontaneous.
The basic question as to whether SCE’s occur spontaneously and 
are a normal feature of chromosome duplication or whether they are all 
induced by the tritiated thymidine used to observe them autoradio- 
graphically remains unanswered. Since sister chromatids are identical 
genetically, exchanges at homologous sites between sister chromatids 
could be considered to be of no genetic significance. If SCE's are 
spontaneous and a part of normal replication this could be so.
However a post replication event involving breakage and repair at 
the exchange sites on each chromatid could result in the increased 
probability of an incorrect base insertion which would result in 
genetic dissimilarity. Thus SCE’s could be of some genetic 
consequence.
When SCE’s are scored on second division post label chromosomes 
they could have been induced in either the first or second interphases. 
However a labelled chromatid passing without exchange into the third 
division post label can demonstrate exchanges in third division 
metaphases which can have occurred only in that cell cycle. The 
swamp wallaby (Waltabia bicotor, male 2n = 11, X Y2) has readily 
identifiable chromosomes allowing analysis of the frequency and 
sites of occurrence of SCE’s on a chromosomal basis over divisions. 
Therefore SCE’s were scored in second division post label chromosomes 
in diploid cells, in fully labelled chromosomes at the third
division post label and in spontaneous tetraploid second division 
post label cells (Fig. 1).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
(a) Culture procedure
Blood was obtained from a male Wdllabia by tail venepuncture 
into a heparinised sterile container and erythrocytes allowed to 
sediment at room temperature for 4 hr. The leucocyte rich layer 
at the cell-serum interface (buffy coat) was removed and cultures 
made by adding 1 part to 19 parts of complete medium. Medium 
consisted of 89.5% Eagle's minimal essential medium (C.S.L.), 7.5% 
foetal calf serum (C.S.L.) and 3.0% phytohaemagglutinin (Difco M), 
adjusted to pH 7.3, with added penicillin-streptomycin. Cultures 
were grown in sealed Falcon plastic containers at 37°C.
Experiment 1
Tritiated thymidine (specific activity 3.0 Ci/mM) was added to 
final concentration of 0.25 yCi/ml from 29 to 32 hr post initiation 
of culture. Cultures were then centrifuged and fresh prewarmed 
medium without thymidine added after decanting the 'hot' medium.
A number of sub-cultures were then established in 15 ml Falcon 
plastic tubes. Samples of colchicine accumulated metaphase cells 
(10 M for 6 hr) were collected at 32 hr post label (for 2nd 
division post label cells and at 44 hr post label (for 3rd division 
post label cells.
Experiment 2
3One large (50 ml) culture was established. H -thymidine 
(S.A. 10.3 Ci/mM) was added to a final concentration of 0.1 yCi/ml
Ch. I I .  F ig u r e  l a - d .  Chromosomes o f  t h e  m a le  WaVlobia b ic o to v
(2n  = 1 1 ) ;  ( a )  n o rm a l  m e ta p h a s e ,  t h e  i n d i v i d u a l  chromosomes
a r e  d e s i g n a t e d ,  t h e  d o t  Y1 chromosome i s  f r e q u e n t l y  n o t  a p p a r e n t
i n  m e ta p b a se  c e l l s ;  (b) a u t o r a d i o g r a p h  a t  t h e  se co n d  m e ta p h a se  
3
a f t e r  H - th y m id i n e  l a b e l ,  s e m i - c o n s e r v a t i v e  l a b e l  s e g r e g a t i o n  
and s i s t e r  c h ro m a tid  e x c h an g e s  a r e  e v i d e n t ;  (c )  a u to r a d i o g r a p h  
a t  t h e  t h i r d  m e ta p h a s e ,  a  s i s t e r  c h ro m a t id  exchange  from  t h e  
3 rd  d i v i s i o n  c y c le  i s  e v i d e n t ;  (d) t e t r a p l o i d  c e l l  a t  t h e  
seco n d  m e ta p h a s e  a f t e r  l a b e l .  X ca. 3 ,0 0 0 .
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from 36 to 45 hr post initiation of culture. Preliminary experiments 
indicated the period of DNA synthesis (S phase) in Wallabia leukocytes
3to be 9-10 hours and that at this high H -thymidine level, second 
division cells were delayed (cf. expt. 1). Media replacement then 
took place and second division post label cells were collected 36 hr 
later after a 4 hr cochicine (10 Si) treatment.
(b) Fixation and slide preparation
Cultures were fixed with 3:1 methanol:acetic acid after a 14 min 
hypotonic treatment with distilled water at 37°C. Following two 
replacements of fixative after 20 min fixation, drops of cell 
suspension were spread on clean wet’slides sand air dried. Cells 
from experiment 2 were stained in 2% aceto-<orcein, rinsed in alcohol 
and dried. Slides were dipped in Kodak NTB nuclear track emulsion, 
exposed for 2-3 weeks and developed in Kodak Pektol (diluted 1:1 
with water) for 2 min, fixed in Kodak Acid Fixer for 5 min, and 
washed for 20 min in running water before drying. Cells from expt. 1 
were stained through the emulsion with Giemsa (1:9).
(c) Scoring
Labelled late prophase - early metaphas>e cells where chromatids 
were inadequately condensed and closely appeased, and over-condensed 
metaphases were not considered since scoring- of SCE’s is unreliable 
in such cells. The labelling patterns of aUl chromosomes of suitably 
labelled second and third division cells were, recorded on idealised 
karyotype diagrams (Fig. 2). Only those eftaromo somes from 3rd 
division post label cells with label along tiiheir entire length were 
used for scoring SCE frequency, while aberrant and overlain 
chromosomes were not considered in any cell.,
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Karyotype analysis was carried out on 50 cells considered 
adequately condensed for SCE scoring. Cells were photographed on 
slow speed high contrast 35 mm film and printed at 2500X actual 
magnification. Individual chromosomes were measured with Vernier 
equipped calipers. In such cells ccntromeric stretching is 
negligible, therefore length measurements are reliable.
RESULTS
Second division metaphases from experiment 1 were variably
labelled although many had fully labelled chromosomes. This shows
3that a 3 hr pulse of H -thymidine is adequate, to completely label
I
Wallabia, chromosomes. Similar cells from experiment 2 (9 hr pulse) 
were more uniformly labelled with the majority of metaphases having 
fully labelled chromosomes.
(1) Sister chromatid exchange frequency in 2nd division post 
label chromosomes
The distributions of SCE’s in individual, chromosomes are given 
in Tables 1 and 2. These data do not include any exchanges from 
chromosomes which exhibited isolabelled regions (Peacock, 1963). 
Chromosomes with isolabel regions were noted but at a considerably 
lower frequency (< 8%) than had been found in Vicia chromosomes by 
Peacock (1963). ■
3The relative uptake of H -thymidine into chromosomes in the two 
experiments is unknown. It would be expected., however, that expt. 2 
would result in chromosomes with a higher tritium content. This is 
borne out by the delay for cells to reach 2nd division which is 
probably caused by the endogenous tritium radiation. Also, the 
level of aberrations was higher in expt. 2. Chromatid deletions which
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could only have been induced in the previous interphase were found 
in 5.7 and 14.0% of cells respectively in the two experiments. This 
difference is significant (x2 = 8.384, P < 0.01), indicating that 
these tritium induced aberrations probably reflect tritium levels 
in the chromosomes.
However, examination of ,the data in Tables 1 and 2 shows that 
the level of SCE’s in individual chromosomes from the two experiments 
are very similar. Contingency x2 analysis of distributions for each 
chromosome from the two experiments demonstrates that in no case is 
there a significant difference between chromosomes. Therefore, the 
presumed higher level of tritium in chromosomes in expt. 2 has not 
resulted in a higher level of SCE’s.
(2) Sister chromatid exchange frequency in fully labelled
3rd division post label chromosomes
Examination of Tables 1 and 2 indicates that low frequencies 
of fully labelled chromatids (o exchange category) will proceed into 
3rd division post label cells. Chromosomal labelling patterns from 
about 950 cells were recorded in order to obtain the SCE distributions 
in fully labelled 3rd division chromosomes shown in Table 3. These 
SCE’s could only have occurred in the previous interphase and 
surprisingly the mean frequency of exchanges per chromosome is high 
in comparison with that for 2nd division chromosomes which contain 
SCE’s from two division cycles.
(3) Sister chromatid, exchange distributions in chromosomes
In order to assess whether successive SCE’s were independent, 
the exchange frequency distributions were tested against Poisson 
expectations. In 3 of the 18 individual chromosome distributions 
significant departures from the Poisson distribution were observed 
(Tables 1, 2 and 3). The varianceimean ratios in 10 of the 18
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distributions are less than 0.9, while 2 are greater than 1.1, 
demonstrating an overall slight underdispersion of data. However, 
in one of the 3 distributions with a significantly deviant x2 value, 
overdispersion is evident. It might be expected that since the 
frequency of SCE’s in the 3rd division (see Table 3) is not consider­
ably different from that found over the previous two divisions (Tables 
1 and 2) then a site limitation with a saturation of exchanges at 
available sites may be operative. However, there is no evidence 
for a saturation of exchange sites in 2nd division chromosomes and 
there is no difference in the range of variance to mean ratios of 
2nd and 3rd division chromosomes. The tendency to a slight under­
dispersion of results can more readily be explained by a failure to 
correctly score a-low frequency of multiple exchanges.
(4) Sister chromatid exchange frequencies between chromosomes
The estimated actual mean lengths of Watlabia chromosomes based 
on karyotype analysis are shown in Table 4 along with the relative 
contribution of each chromosome to total metaphase length, and 
relative chromosome lengths. The relative frequencies of SCE's 
per chromosome based on means are also given for 2nd division post 
label chromosomes and for 3rd division chromosomes. Since there is 
no significant difference between distributions for 2nd division 
chromosomes between experiments, these have been combined. The 
number of chromosomes and SCE’s scored from chromosomes from both 
division cycles are given in Table 5. In order to compare the 
numbers of SCE’s observed with that expected if SCE frequency is 
dependent on chromosome length it is necessary to adjust SCE’s to 
whole numbers of chromosome complements. The adjusted numbers of 
SCE’s for individual chromosomes along with the number expected if
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SCE’s are dependent on chromosome length are presented in Table 5.
The 12 comparisons were tested by x2 and only the X chromosome from 
2nd division cells differed significantly from expectation at the 5% 
probability level. This may be attributed to chance, since the 
results from 3rd division Y chromosomes show good agreement with 
expectation. Therefore it can be concluded that the probability of 
SCE in the chromosomes of the Wallabia complement is dependent on 
chromosome length.
(5) Sister chromatid exchange frequencies along chromosomes
Since there is some degree of variable condensation of chromosomes 
between cells (as shown in Table 4) the position of SCE’s along 
chromosomes were fitted qualitatively to the idealised karyotype 
diagrams. Initially photographs of chromosomes were used to obtain 
accurate relative SCE positions but the qualitative method was 
considered adequate since the differences noted between the two 
methods were minor. The mean actual lengths of the L^, and X 
chromosomes are about 7 y, with the Y_ chromosome about 6 y and the 
S^ and S^ chromosomes about 4 y (Table 4). The idealised chromosomes 
were divided into 7, 6 and 4 equal regions for each group respect­
ively. The position of SCE’s along the length of the idealised 
chromosomes were placed in appropriate regions after covering the 
labelling patterns with a segmented transparent overlay. Two 
exchanges were recorded within a segment in some instances indicating 
that the resolution for detection of SCE’s is probably less than 1 
micron. The numbers of SCE’s found in each region are presented in 
Tables 6 and 7 for 2nd and 3rd division post label chromosomes 
respectively. The region on each chromosome which included the 
centromere is marked. The Y^ chromosome is telocentric, and therefore
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centromeric exchanges cannot be recorded. Certainly there is not 
a disproportionately high frequency of exchanges at the centromere 
region in the other chromosomes, except for the X chromosome at the 
3rd division. The ends of chromosomes appear to be under-represented, 
however if observed frequencies are tested against those expected, if 
SCE’s are equally distributed along the length of the chromosomes 
then only 2 of 24 comparisons deviate significantly from expectation 
at the 5% probability level. It might be expected that telometic 
regions will be deficient in exchanges due to the difficulty of 
detecting near terminal exchanges. Further, 4 of 46 comparisons from 
non-telomeric regions were over-represented and significantly 
different from expectation. Therefore, although the results from 
2nd division chromosomes would favour the proposition that the linear 
distribution of SCE's in 'vly segments along chromosomes is random, 
consideration of exchanges induced in only one cycle, the 3rd 
division results, shows that the situation may be more complex.
(6) Twin and single exchanges
During the course of preliminary experiments with cultured 
Walldbia leucocytes, it was noted that there was a low frequency of 
tetraploid cells at late fixations. Experiment 2 was set up to 
provide a large number of cells from which spontaneous tetraploid 
cells with 2nd division post label chromosomal segregational patterns 
could be scored. Since only one tetraploid (cell at the first 
division post label has ever been observed* It can be assumed that 
a diploid cell population is labelled initially and that tetraploid 
cells arise spontaneously presumably due t©> (culture conditions. It 
is possible that a low level of tetraploid^ Is induced by endogenous 
radiation from tritium since endoreduplicatikm (tetraploidy) has
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been observed following X-ray irradiation of human leucocyte 
cultures (Bell and Baker, 1965).
To determine the frequency of spontaneous tetraploid cells,
2,000 metaphase cells were examined. Of these 11% (219) were 
considered as being scoreable 2nd division post label diploid 
rnetaphases, 0.55% (11) were tetraploid cells, and 0.15% (3) were 
labelled, scoreable tetraploid cells. Such cells are not endo- 
reduplicated and may only be scoreable in part because aberrations 
and chromosomal overlap prevent complete scoring of all 20 
chromosomes.
When endoreduplicated pairs of chromosomes in tetraploid cells 
are scored for SCE’s, there is no doubt that the daughter chromosomes 
from the original chromosome duplication are involved. However, in 
unorganised metaphases, there are 3 groups of pair wise combinations 
for each set of 4 homologous chromosomes. Therefore, if chromosomes 
are paired in order to maximise twin exchanges a bias could be 
introduced (Meddle, 1969a). This problem was partially overcome by 
Geard and Peacock (1969) since they found that in many instances an 
asynchrony in replication led to a difference in label distribution, 
enabling some pairs of sister chromosomes to be recognised.
In male Wallabia. tetraploid rnetaphases, the X and Yn chromosomes 
occur as pairs and can be scored unequivocally. For the 4 sets of 
autosomes labelling patterns were recorded, then pairs were decided 
in order to (a) maximise the proportion of twin to single SCE’s, or 
(b) to minimise the proportion of twin to single SCE’s.
Results from the 22 tetraploid cells that were scored are 
presented in Table 8. The two ratios obtained for paired autosomes 
clearly show that the choice of pairs in unordered metaphases has a 
significant influence on any interpretation which could be made from 
the data. In some instances autosomes could be paired on the basis
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of label distribution along chromosomes (Geard and Peacock, 1969) 
and the determined ratio approximated 1 twin:2 singles. Therefore, 
overall the data favour the 1:2 expectation which assumes that 
exchange frequency is independent of tritium level and that 
chromosome subunits are not identical.
(7) "False" twin correction
Two separate exchange events which occur in similar regions of 
sister chromosomes in the second division cycle will be incorrectly 
scored as a twin exchange. The influence of "false" twins on the 
accuracy of data will depend on the frequency of SCE’s per 
chromosome (Heddle, 1969a). An estimate of the frequency of false 
twins can be obtained from an analysis of exchanges in second 
division diploid cells (Geard and Peacock, 1969). In diploid cells 
pairs of homologous chromosomes are non-sister pairs and there can 
be no true twin exchanges. "False” twins were estimated on 75 
pairs of each of the autosomes. The ratio of "false" twin to 
single exchanges ranged from 1:4.25 to 1:7.40. Overall of 726 SCE's^
TABLE 8
Frequency of twin and single sister chromatid exchanges in pairs 
of chromosomes from tetraploid cells
Twin 
SCE1 s 
scored
Single 
SCE's 
scored
Ratio 
T: S
Unequivocal pairs 
(sex chromosomes) 23 35 1:1.52
Autosomes paired to 
maximise twins 89 120 1:1.35
Autosomes paired to 
minimise twins 39 225 1:5.77
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208 (28.6%) were classified as "false” twins. This compares with 
23.3% (60/257) SCE’s paired as twins from non-sister metacentric 
chromosomes in diploid cells of Vicia faba (Geard and Peacock, 1969) .
DISCUSSION
1. Sister chromatid exchange limitations
The data demonstrate that the frequency of exchanges both in 2nd 
and 3rd division chromosomes is proportional to chromosome length, 
except for a marginal tendency for the chromosome to be under- 
represented (Tables 4 and 5). This corroborates earlier results in 
Bellevalia romana (Ta3^ 1or, 1958), human (Herreros and Gianelli, 1967) 
and Vicia faba (Geard and Peacock, 1969) where the frequency of SCE’s 
per 2nd division chromosome was correlated with chromosome length.
The analysis of exchange distributions demonstrates that in only 3 of 
18 instances is there a significant deviation from Poisson expectations. 
However, overall, the trend is for distributions to be slightly under­
dispersed. This could be interpreted as meaning that the occurrence 
of a sister chromatid exchange tends to reduce the prospect of a 
further exchange i.e., there are a limited numiber of sites for 
exchanges (Wolff, 1964). Alternatively, a low level of misscoring 
of multiple SCE’s could more probably cause tlhe observed slight 
discreptancies, or a non-random distribution of exchanges along 
chromosomes could be responsible for variation from the Poisson 
distribution. Consideration of the frequencihes of SCE’s in 
approximate 1 y segments of 2nd division chromosomes (Table 6) 
provide little evidence for non-random exchange distributions.
However, the analysis of exchange positions aJLong 3rd division 
chromosomes (Table 7) shows that when exchanges over one cycle
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only are considered there are distinct differences in exchange 
frequencies between some chromosomal segments. Therefore, it is 
probable that exchanges over two replication cycles will saturate 
some regions and result in an even level of exchanges along 
chromosomes. If this is so then segments 4. and 5 from the LI 
chromosome at the 2nd division have reached: exchange saturation 
level and within these segments there is tfnus a site limitation for 
exchanges. Therefore, the Poisson test fox exchange independence 
for whole chromosomes in these experiments is not sufficiently 
sensitive to detect such differences betweem chromosomal segments. 
Thus in order to establish the possibility <a>£ a non-random 
distribution of exchanges along chromosomes and possible site 
limitations, it may be desirable to study exchanges on a sub- 
chromosomal level and from one replication cycle only. Nevertheless 
in wdlldbia most chromosomes do not tend to> a non-random exchange 
distribution nor to any limitation in SCE’s in broadly based 
chromosomal segments.
2. SCE frequencies over divisions
A mean level of 0.25 SCE’s per micron in 2nd division post label 
Wallabia chromosomes was separately attained in two experiments in 
which there was a difference in the extent of tritium induced 
aberrations. Less extensive preliminary experiments produced values 
of 0.21, 0.22 and 0.24 SCE’s per micron witdh different H^~thymidine 
levels. However, this variability between different experiments is 
considerably less than that in the results ©f Gibson and Prescott 
(1972) where even similar conditions produced highly variable 
exchange frequencies in Potorous chromosomes'.
In 3rd division Wallabia metaphase chromosomes there is a mean 
level of 0.18 SCE’s per micron. Although tl?e level of exchanges is
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comparatively low when the interphase, length of the chromosomes is
considered there is still the possibility of exchanges being near
coincident when chromosomes are examined at metaphase. Since in
large part results are consistent with a random distribution of
exchanges the problem of ascertaining near coincident exchanges on
metaphase chromosomes will be dependent on experimental resolution.
The beta particle emitted at tritium transimutation is generally
localised within a 1 y radius from the source (Feinendegen, 1967) .
Two exchanges were occasionally detected 1e> 1 micron segments of
metaphase chromosomes, while Rogers (1967) gives the usual resolution
in light microscope autoradiography as 0.5 to 1.0 y. In these
experiments 0.8 y will be accepted as the mean distance within which
on a metaphase chromosome two exchanges will, be undetectable due to
grain overlap from both sites. In this situation a small block of
label on one chromatid opposite a continuously labelled chromatid
could be ascribed to isolabelling. The tendency to under-dispersion
in exchange distributions on chromosomes is therefore consistent with
a failure to detect multiple near coincident exchanges. Therefore
chromosomes can be divided into a number of eytological regions such
that in 3rd division chromosomes there is a miean level of 0.14
exchanges per region of 0.8 y of metaphase Chromosome. Within a
region a second exchange will negate a previous exchange, therefore,
the actual level of exchanges can be determimed from the observed
2 3level such that 0.14 = p - p + p , (further, terms can be ignored), 
whence p = 0.16 and is the actual level of «exchanges within a region. 
Therefore if exchanges are not limited, the «observed level will 
always be an underestimate of the actual le’woel.
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The observed level of exchanges in 3rd division chromsomes (0.14 
exchanges per region) can be used to estimate the expected level in 
2nd division chromosomes given different modes of exchange formation. 
An exchange in a cytological region in the 2nd cell cycle can negate 
a 1st division exchange in that region. Let the probability of
exchange in a region at the 1st 
= q. Then the probability of an 
replication cycles, is given by:
division = p, and at the 2nd division 
exchange in a region after two
1 - p
(no exchange 
1st division)
P
q
(exchange 
2nd division)
i 21 - q - q
+  p
(exchange 
1st division)
P
2
q
(2 exchanges 
2nd division)
q
+
(exchange (no exchange (exchange (exchange (other
1st division) 2nd division) 1st division) 2nd division) terms ca: 
be
ignored)
If exchange probabilites are independent of tritium levels and equal in 
different divisions then p = q = 0.14. This results in a prediction of 
0.22 exchanges per cytological region at the 2nd division. If however 
exchanges are tritium induced and follow dose square kinetics then 
exchange levels at the 2nd and 3rd cycles will be similar while that 
at the 1st cycle will be four times greater. In this instance p for 
the first cycle can be estimated as 0.56, while if linear kinetics 
apply p will equal 0.28. In both instances q for the 2nd cycle will 
equal 0.14. Therefore 0.46 and 0.30 exchanges per region are predicted 
for tritium induction following dose square or -linear kinetics 
respectively. This analysis predicts:
(i) 1.57 SCE’s at the 2nd division : _1 SCE at the 3rd division
for tritium independence;
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( i i )  2 .1 4  : 1 f o r  t r i t i u m  i n d u c t i o n  and l i n e a r  k i n e t i c s ;  and
( i i i )  3 .2 9  : _1 f o r  t r i t i u m  i n d u c t i o n  and  d o se  s q u a re  k i n e t i c s .
S in c e  t h e  a c t u a l  r a t i o  i s  1 .3 9  SCE’ s a t  t h e  2nd d i v i s i o n  : 1. SCE
a t  t h e  3 rd  d i v i s i o n ,  t h e  d a t a  c o n c l u s i v e l y  f a v o u r  e x c h an g e s  b e in g  
in d u c e d  in d e p e n d e n t  of t h e  l e v e l  o f  t r i t i u m .  F u r t h e r  i t  i s  c l e a r l y  
shown t h a t  e s t i m a t i n g  ex ch an g e  f r e q u e n c y  w i t h i n  one c y l e  from  2nd 
d i v i s i o n  chromosomes w i l l  r e s u l t  i n  an u n d e r e s t i m a t e  due  to  c o in c i d e n c e  
e r r o r .  T h is  i s  a p p l i c a b l e  to  a l l  p r e v i o u s  s t u d i e s  on s i s t e r  c h ro m a tid  
e x c h a n g e s  and i s  p a r t i c u l a r l y  s i g n i f i c a n t  a t  h i g h  ex ch an g e  f r e q u e n c i e s .  
M a rin  and P r e s c o t t  (1964) exam ined  SCE’ s i n  p a r t i a l l y  l a b e l l e d  3 rd  
d i v i s i o n  C h in e s e  h a m s te r  chrom osomes. A f t e r  ro u g h ly  e s t i m a t i n g  t h a t  
h a l f  o f  t h e  ex c h an g e s  would be  u n d e t e c t a b l e  b e c a u s e  th e y  would be  i n  
n o n - l a b e l l e d  segm en ts  o f  chromosomes th e y  c o n c lu d e d  t h a t  exchange  
f r e q u e n c y  rem a in e d  t h e  same o v e r  s u c c e s s i v e  d i v i s i o n s .  The p r e s e n t  
a n a l y s i s  i n d i c a t e s  t h a t  such  a c o n c lu s i o n  i s  u n j u s t i f i e d ,  i n  t h a t  
d a t a  w ere  i n a d e q u a te  to  d i f f e r e n t i a t e  b e tw e e n  e x c h an g e s  b e in g  t h e  same 
o v e r  d i v i s i o n s  o r  o f  t r i t i u m  i n d u c t i o n  w i t h  l i n e a r  k i n e t i c s  and w i t h  
c o i n c i d e n t  e x t i n c t i o n  o f  e x c h an g e s  a t  t h e  2nd d i v i s i o n .
3 . Twin : s in g le  SCE's
C o n s i d e r a t i o n  o f  tw in  : s i n g l e  SCE r a t i o s  i n  s p o n ta n e o u s  t e t r a p l o i d  
c e l l s  (T a b le  8) c l e a r l y  shows th e  p o t e n t i a l  b i a s  from  s e l e c t i n g  p a i r s  
o f  chromosomes i n  u n o r d e r e d  m e ta p h a s e s ,  s u p p o r t i n g  t h e  p r o p o s i t i o n  of  
H edd le  ( 1 9 6 9 a ) . However r e s u l t s  from  t h e  u m e q u iv o c a l ly  s c o re d  p a i r s  
o f  s e x  chromosomes (1 tw in  : 1 .5 2  s i n g l e  SC E ls)  show t h a t  a f a i r  
d e g r e e  o f  c o n f id e n c e  can  be p l a c e d  i n  s e l e c t i n g  chromosome p a i r s  in  
o r d e r  t o  m ax im ise  tw in s  (1 tw in  : 1 .3 5  s i n g l e s ) .  C l e a r l y  t h i s  
a p p ro x im a te s  t h e  u n e q u iv o c a l  d a t a ,  w h ich  i s  q u i t e  d i s t i n c t  from  t h e  
r a t i o  o b t a i n e d  when p a i r s  w ere  s e l e c t e d  t o  m in im is e  tw in s  (1 tw in  :
5.77 single SCE's). When non-sister pairs of homologous chromosomes 
from diploid cells were scored for "twin" and single SCE’s,208 
(28.6%) out of 726 SCE’s were classified as "false" twins. If 
pairing in tetraploid cells to minimise twin exchanges results in 
non-sister chromosomes being paired then in this case also, all 
twin exchanges will be "false" twins. Therefore of 303 SCE's, 78 
(25.7%) would be classified as "false" twins, which is compatible 
with that obtained when actual non-sister pairs were scored. 
Therefore while some bias may result from scoring to maximise twin 
exchanges, conclusions are likely to be minimally affected.
As pointed out by Heddle (1969#) a non-random distribution of 
exchanges along chromosomes can lead to incorrect conclusions. In 
Potorous (Walen, 1965; Gibson and Prescott, 1972), Chinese hamster 
(Marin and Prescott, 1964) and human chromosomes (Herreros and 
Gianelli, 1967) there was a disproportionately high frequency of 
exchanges at the centromere. In the data of Ilerreros and Gianelli 
(1967) a significantly different ratio of twin to single exchanges 
was obtained for centromere versus non-centromere data. The reason 
for the high frequency of centromere exchanges in these studies 
is unknown, however twisting at the centromere can mimic an exchange 
and this could contribute in part to the frequencies obtained. In 
Wallabia there is little tendency for exchanges to be non-randomly 
distributed along chromosomes and in particular there is no evidence 
of a centromere localisation.
Therefore it is reasonable to use the estimate of "false" twins 
to obtain new estimates of twin and single exchanges (Geard and 
Peacock, 1969). The analysis of non-sister pairs in diploid cells 
indicated that 28.6% of all exchanges would be classed as "false" 
twins. Paired, non-sister chromosomes give false twins from three
origins:
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( i )  p a i r e d  f i r s t  d i v i s i o n  e x c h a n g e s ;
( i i )  a f i r s t  d i v i s i o n  exchange  i n  one chromosome p a i r e d  
w i t h  a seco n d  d i v i s i o n  ex ch an g e  i n  t h e  o t h e r ;
( i i i )  p a i r e d  seco n d  d i v i s i o n  e x c h a n g e s .
S in c e  t h e  p r o b a b i l i t y  o f  ex ch an g e  i s  e q u a l  i n  b o th  d i v i s i o n s  t h e s e  e v e n t s  
w i l l  o c c u r  i n  t h e  r a t i o  0 . 2 5 : 0 . 5 : 0 . 2 5  r e s p e c t i v e l y .  I f  s i s t e r  chromosome 
p a i r s  a r e  c h o sen  c o r r e c t l y  i n  t e t r a p l o i d  c e l l s  th e n  o n ly  p a i r e d  se co n d  
d i v i s i o n  e x c h a n g e s  can  c o n t r i b u t e  " f a l s e "  t w i n s .
For t h e  p a i r e d  se x  chromosome d a t a  t h e r e f o r e ,  7.2% of a l l  e x c h an g e s  
w i l l  be  " f a l s e "  t w i n s ,  and a l t h o u g h  a u to s o m a l  p a i r s  when p a i r e d  to  
m ax im ise  tw in s  may n o t  a l l  b e  s i s t e r  p a i r s  t h i s  v a l u e  can s t i l l  b e  
u s e d .  The a d j u s t e d  f r e q u e n c i e s  a r e  g iv e n  i n  T a b le  9 .
A l l  a d ju s t m e n t s  w i l l  how ever be  an  o v e r - e s t i m a t e  o f  t h e  t r u e  
s i t u a t i o n  s i n c e  a s  w e l l  a s  2nd d i v i s i o n  e x c h an g e s  b e in g  p a i r e d  as  
" f a l s e "  tw in s  th e y  may a l s o  remove t r u e  t w i n s .  T h e r e f o r e  i f  t h e  l o s s  
o f  t r u e  tw in s  from  c o i n c i d e n t  2nd d i v i s i o n  e x c h an g e s  i s  i g n o r e d  t h e  
c o r r e c t i o n s  u se d  w i l l  be  t h e  maximum a p p l i c a b l e .  I f  t h e  a rgum en t 
t h a t  was p r e v i o u s l y  a p p l i e d  t o  e x c h an g e s  w i t h i n  a c y t o l o g i c a l  r e g i o n  
o v e r  d i v i s i o n s  i s  e x te n d e d  to  c o v e r  s i s t e r  p a i r s  o f  chromosomes t h e  
r e l a t i v e  g a in  and l o s s  o f  tw in  e x c h an g e s  can  b e  a s s e s s e d .  T h i s  
d e pends  on th e  same e x p e r i m e n t a l  r e s o l u t i o n  a p p ly in g  t o  b o th  t h e  g a in  
and l o s s  o f  tw i n s .
I f  t h e  p r o b a b i l i t y  o f  an exchange  i n  a r e g i o n  i s  p and ex c h an g e  
p r o b a b i l i t y  i s  in d e p e n d e n t  and e q u a l  o v e r  d i v i s i o n s ,  t h e n  p r o b a b i l i t i e s  
and r e s u l t s  o f  e x c h an g e s  i n  a r e g i o n  o v e r  two r e p l i c a t i o n  c y c l e s  f o r  
a  s i s t e r  p a i r  o f  chromosomes a r e  g iv e n  b e lo w :  ( a d a p te d  from  G eard
and P e a c o c k ,  1969)
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t replication cycle 
(1 chromosome)
2nd replication cycle 
(sister pair of 
chromosomes)
R.esult
P (1-p-p ) twin
P 2p(l-p-p2) false single
P P2 false nullo
(1 - p) 2 2(1-P-P2)2 nullo
(1 - p) 2p(1-p-p2) single
(1 - P) P2 false twin
It is apparent that coincident 2nd division exchanges frequently 
remove twins and the relative loss and gain of twin exchanges tend to 
cancel each other. Further if the observed exchange frequency per 
region from the 3rd replication cycle is usesi as a value of p then 
4.8% of all exchanges will be "false" twins. This compares favourably 
with the observed level of 7.2% but may indicate that the experimental 
resolution for gain and loss of twin exchanges is not necessarily the 
same.
While it is probable that the observed! .data do not need modification 
a maximum allowance for error tends to favomr a 1 twin to 2 singles ratio 
However, actual data for the unequivocal pairs of chromosomes fits 
both a 1:1 and 1:2 expectation, while the araitosomal data is significantly 
different from both ratios. Results are therefore consistent with 
chromosome subunits being dissimilar (Taylor, 1959b) and with most 
SCE’s being independent of tritium level. This agrees with the 
comparison of 3rd replication cycle exchanges with those produced over 
the first two replication cycles after label. However, since the 
twin:single ratios obtained deviate from a 1:2 ratio it is possible 
that there is a component of tritium induced1, exchanges which are 
decreasing as tritium dose decreases.
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It is possible that sister chromatid exchanges in Wattabia 
chromosomes occur spontaneously at an unknown level and that they 
are also induced in part by the incorporated tritium.
CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of sister chromatid exchanges in Watlabia bicotor
3chromosomes at the 3rd division after H -thymidine label has clearly 
demonstrated that estimating SCE's within one cell cycle from 2nd 
division chromosomes results in an underestimate of the true excheinge 
level. Further, while there is some evidence for exchange local­
isation on 3rd division chromosomes which is not apparent at the 2nd 
division, in general exchanges are distributed at random along 
chromosomes proportional to chromosome length.
Certainly there is very little tendency for exchanges to be localised 
at the centromere, as has been reported in other studies (Marin and 
Prescott, 1964; Walen, 1965; Herroros and Gianelli, 1966; Gibson 
and Prescott, 1972).
Exchange frequency distributions in general showed a slight non­
significant under-dispersion from Poisson expectations. However, this 
could most readily be explained as being due to the misscoring of a 
few multiple exchange events. It is also probable that this form of 
analysis is inadequate, if there is some exchange localisation at a 
minority of sites which reach saturation level for exchanges.
However in Waltabia it is apparent that exchanges within divisions 
are largely independent of the level of tritium, and that this is not 
due to saturation of a limited number of sites for exchange. This 
is so when the exchange level at the 3rd division is used to predict 
the level at the 2nd division, and when the ratio of twin:single SCE’s
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in spontaneous tetraploid cells is considered. When homologous 
pairs of chromosomes were chosen to maximise twin exchanges, the 
twin:single ratio obtained approximated that for unequivocal pairs 
of sex chromosomes. Alternatively, pairing to minimise twins equated the 
ratio obtained when exchanges were scored on non-sister pairs of 
chromosomes in diploid cells. It is highly probable that the 
relative gain and loss of twin exchanges due to incorrectly paired 
single exchanges and t:o coincident second division exchanges 
respectively, is counterbalanced, such that actual data accurately 
estimates the true level of twin:single SCE’s. The twin:single 
SCE results definitely affirm the proposal (Taylor, 19592?) that the 
"duplication-segregation" subunits of chromatids are of opposite
polarity.
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CHAPTER III
RANDOM CHROMATID DISTRIBUTION IN WALLABIA BICOLOR
In prokaryotes replication and segregation of DNA is believed 
to involve an attachment of the chromosome to a specific point on 
the cell, membrane which is maintained throughout the replication 
cycle (Jacob, Ryter and Cuzin, 1966). Autoradiographic experiments 
involving the distribution of labelled DNA in multinucleate cells 
of Escherichia coli (Lark and Bird, 1965) and elongating cell chains 
of Bacillus subtilis (Eberle and Lark, 1966) led Lark (1966) to 
postulate that in bacteria, when a DNA strand is used as a template 
for the first time, it becomes permanently attached to the cell 
membrane. Further, he suggested that all template strands formed in 
a particular replication cycle would subsequently be co~segregated 
since they would be attached to a common segregation structure.
This postulate was extended to H^-thymidine labelled cultured 
embryonic mouse and diploid Chinese hamster cells (Lark, Consigla 
and Minocha, 1966), where it was concluded from the unequal distri­
bution of grain counts above individual cells; that sister chromatids 
did not segregate at random during mitosis. A subsequent study 
(Lark, 1967) showed that grain counts above tthe two sets of chromatids 
in anaphase or telophase cells of plant roots (Vida faba and 
Triticwn boeoticim), at the presumed second division after replication 
in the presence of isotope, were not equivalent and thus supported 
non-random chromatid segregation. Further -support has come from 
similar grain distribution analyses with Aspergillus nidulans 
(Rosenberger and Kessell, 1968), cultured diiploid human and rat cells 
(Priest and Shikes, 1970) and in part from pxolyploid wheat (Lark, 
1969a). These results suggest that in eukaryotes, chromatids con­
taining a strand synthesised during any parttmcular generation tend to
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remain together and segregate as a group, thus providing an 
"accurate indexing system" (Lark, 1967) for distributing replicated 
chromosomes into two equivalent chromatid sets. However, similar 
experiments with tetraploid rat cells (Priest and Shikes, 1970),
HeLa cells (Lark, 1969b) and some wheat strains (Lark, 1969a) did 
not result in clear cut bimodal grain count distributions above 
anaphase chromosome sets. In particular Comings (1970) also using 
diploid Chinese hamster cells, favoured a random distribution of 
grains. Therefore these conflicting results derived with the same 
experimental approach, may reflect a departure from the strict 
segregation rule proposed by Lark, or some factor may be operating 
to cause these deviations from expectation.
Other studies have examined the proportions of labelled and 
unlabelled centrometric regions of chromosomes in 3rd division post 
label metaphases. In Vicia root tips (Heddle, Wolff, Whissell and 
Cleaver, 1967; Wolff and Heddle, 1963), cultured Potorous tridactytis 
cells (Heddle et at. 1967), and in cultured human cells (Cuevas-Sosa, 
1968), results supported a random chromatid distribution at mitosis.
In addition, a random distribution of labelled chromatids has been 
shown at the ultimate spermatogonial anaphase in the newt, Triturus 
vulgaris (Callan and Taylor, 1968). These results are thus in direct 
opposition to some of the studies cited above.
Heddle et at. (1967) contended that Lark's (1967) finding of a 
non-random distribution of grain counts above chromosome sets in 
Vicia faba was compatible with random segregation; on the basis of a 
binomial distribution, where if 12 centromeres are segregating randomly, 
less than 23% of sister chromatid sets will be equally labelled. This, 
however, ignores the probability of sister chromatid exchanges (SCE's) 
(Taylor, 1958; Peacock, 1963) distributing radioactivity between
chromatid sets. Subsequently, Lark (1969a) criticised Heddle et at. 
(1967) for failing to take into account the possibility of SCE’s at 
the centromere, which could obscure a non-random chromatid distribu­
tion. However, Heddle et at. (1967) state quite clearly that label 
had to be distributed one chromatid’s width on both sides of the 
centromere to be scored. Geard (1969) has also shown that centromeric 
SCE’s in fact comprise only 8.3% of all exchanges in the metacentric 
chromosomes of Vida faba, which is that expected on a basis of length 
proportionality. This contrasts with the reported 20% centromeric 
SCE’s in chromosome I of a Chinese hamster cell line (Marin and 
Prescott, 1964) and 25% in chromosomes of a Potorous tridaetytis cell 
line (Gibson and Prescott, 1972), where such high levels could make 
scoring of centromeric label unreliable.
Lark (1969a) allowed that non-random sister chromatid segregation 
is probably not a necessary part of the mechanism whereby chromosomes 
are sorted into daughter cells. He correlated a non-random chromatid 
segregation in some strains of polyploid wheat with the absence of 
chromosome 5 D (Sears, 1953).
In view of these conflicting results, e-wen with similar cell 
types, the following analysis was carried out. The Swamp Wallaby 
(Wattabia bicotor3 2n = 11, male XY^Y0, Fig- 1) has readily identi­
fiable chromosomes making possible a stringerst examination of the 
question of random or non-random distribution of chromatids. Analyses 
can be made at the level of the whole complement or of individual 
homologous pairs; it is possible that non-randomness may be confined 
to similar age chromatids of homologous pairs of chromosomes. The 
results obtained conform to the proposition that chromatids segregate 
at random both between different chromosomes ;of the complement and
within homologues.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Peripheral blood of Watlabia bicolor was collected by tail
venepuncture and cultured in Falcon plastic tubes in Eagle's media
3supplemented with 7.5% foetal calf serum and 2% PHA. H -thymidine 
(0.25 yCi/ml; 3.0 Ci/mM) was made available from 29 to 32 hours 
post initiation of culture and mitoses collected 44 hours later, 
after a six hour colcemid (10“%) block. Air dried preparations 
were coated with Kodak NTB emulsion and developed in Dektol 1:1 for 
two minutes after 15 days exposure. Geimsa stained metaphase spreads 
at the third division post label (Fig. 1) wexte examined for the 
presence or absence of centromeric label over each chromosome.
RESULTS
1. Chromatid distribution within the Wallabiia complement
The number of labelled centromeres per 3rd division post label 
cell is shown in Table 1 and Figure 2. Sincte the chromosome is 
very small consideration is confined to the 4; pairs of autosomes 
the X, and Y2 chromosomes.
If chromatids of individual chromosomes segregate randomly 
during mitosis, then the frequency of labelled centromeres should 
be distributed according to a binomial distribution (p=q=0.5, N=10) , 
and the expected frequencies are shown in TafeuLe 1. The mean number 
of labelled centromeres per cell should therefore be 5.0, which com­
pares favourably with the actual mean 4.6 f (©,.12. The deficiency 
from the expected mean probably reflects a misscoring where in some 
instances, centromeres which are very lightHy labelled are considered 
as unlabelled; another possible factor is tfeffit centromeric regions 
may not be in close juxtaposition to the emuilsion, so preventing the 
development of an autoradiogram. This deficiency cannot be accounted
Ch. III. Figure _la and b. Wallabia bicolov cells at the 
third metaphase after thymidine label; (a) cell with 
_6 labelled centromeres; one LI centromere labelled, the 
other unlabelled; both L2 centromeres labelled; one SI
c
centromere labelled, the other unlabelled; one S2 centromere 
labelled, the other unlabelled; X centromere unlabelled;
Y centromere labelled; (b) cell with 0_ labelled centromeres.
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Ch‘ri1 Distribution of 3rd division cells with different
numbers of labelled centromeres. The curve represents 
the binomal expectations for random chromatid 
distribution [p = q = 0.5, N = 10].
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for by a failure of the X chromosome centromeric region to be 
labelled, since this was labelled in 46.4% of cases.
TABLE 1
Frequency of labelled centromeres per cell in 
3rd division post label metaphases
[(p +  q)N where p = q = 0.5 and N = 10]
Number of labelled centromeres
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
No. of 
cells
2 10 21 40 44 58 39 22 13 6 0
No. of 0.3 2.5 11.2 29.9 52.3 62.8 52.3 29.9 11.2/ 2.5 0.3
Total
255
cells 
expected 
assuming a 
binomial 
distribu­
tion
Testing against expectation based on the binomial distribution 
gives a = 32.355, P < 0.001; indicating an unsatisfactory fit to 
binomial expectations. Figure 2 shows that while the results tend to 
follow a binomial form cells with low numbers of labelled centromeres 
are over-represented while the converse holds for most of the higher 
numbers. Thus the departure from expectation is in a manner which is 
consistent with the underscoring of lightly labelled centromeres.
t
2. Chromatid distribution within homologous pairs of chromosomes 
If rather than chromatids being distributed by age in sets, a 
mechanism was operating at the level of homologous pairs a discontinuous 
distribution would be expected. This is not apparent (Figure 2). Data 
showing proportion of labelled centromeres for each pair of autosomes
are shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2
Segregation of chromatids for each autosomal pair
CHROMOSOME
LI L2 SI S2
Both
centromeres
labelled 53 60 52 50
1 centromere
labelled,
1 unlabelled 92 93 100 79
Both centromeres 
unlabelled 52, 47 47 65
Total No. of 197 200 199 194
chromosome pairs
Fit to a 1:2:1
expectation2
X2 0.868 2.670 0.257 8.999
* P < 0.05
If chromatids segregate at random within each pair of homologues, 
the expected proportion of 2 centromeres labelled : 1 centromere 
labelled; 1 unlabelled : 2 centromeres unlabelled, is 1 : 2 : 1.
Only the S^ chromosome deviates significantly from expectation at 
the 5% probability level (Table 2).
DISCUSSION
The results obtained on the distribution, of labelled centromeres 
in 3rd division post label metaphase of Watlafria bicolor clearly 
demonstrate that chromatid centromeres containing DNA strands 
synthesised during the same division cycle do not segregate as a set. 
The data do depart from random distribution expectations but this is 
almost certainly due to a failure to detect some lightly labelled 
centromeres. Similar distributions were found but not tested against
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binomial expectations by Heddle et at. (1967) and Wolff and Heddle 
(1968) for both Vicia faba and Potorous tridactytis cells where a 
similar scoring limitation was given as the cause. Cuevas-Sosa 
(1968) studied a small group of homologues of the human complement 
and found that for the three distinguishable largest chromosomes 
chromatid distribution was random. This agrees with the results for 
all but one pair of homologues in Watlabia bicotor. The finding 
that the S^ homologues deviate significantly from random chromatid 
distribution may also be attributed to scoring difficulties since 
there is a significant excess of the class where 2 centromeres are 
unlabelled, while there are many pairs where one centromere is 
labelled and the other unlabelled.
Analysis of centromeric labelling in metaphase chromosomes of 
third division post label cells, avoids the possibility of mixing 
cells in different cell cycles, and of having to consider the influence 
of sister chromatid exchanges. These two difficulties had been 
recognised in earlier works (Lark, 1967; Heddle et at., 1967). In
Wattabia bicotor at 44 hours post labelling there is a significant 
frequency (- 18%) of second division post label metaphases, however 
the few chromosomes and the quality of spreads obtained allowed 
unequivocal decisions to be made as to whether cells were in the third 
division post label. Sister chromatid exchanges occur at the centro­
mere in WaXtoibia bicolor chromosomes but not in a disproportionate 
frequency. Where a sister chromatid exchange occurred at the centro­
mere, that pair of homologues was not included in the analysis.
In eukaryotes mitotic separation of chromosomes is mediated by 
an interaction between the spindle system and the centromere of each 
chromosome (Nicklas, 1971). Since the interaction between spindle 
and centromere regulates chromosome orientation and subsequent movement,
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the centromere is likely to be a more sensitive indicator of 
chromatid segregation than an analysis of gjraain counts over whole 
sets of chromatids. In each case where the proportion of labelled 
centromeres in 3rd division post label metargp'hases have been recorded, 
the results conform to random chromatid distffaribution within a set 
of chromosomes, and as has been shown in tfriks study this also applies 
within homologous pairs of chromosomes.
Therefore, consideration of the availaf&ILe evidence indicates 
that serious doubt must be accorded to LarR.'ls postulate that in 
eukaryotes chromatids containing templates aid: like age attach to a 
common nuclear structure which results in a mon-random distribution
at mitosis. /
11
SUMMARY
An analysis of labelled centromeres of (dhromosomes in metaphase 
cells of the Swamp Wallaby (TV'allabia bicolorty demonstrates conclusively 
that chromatids do not co-segregate in sets wftiich contain DNA template 
strands of identical age. Also, there is no tendency for chromatids 
of homologous pairs to distribute non-randonnky at mitotic anaphase.
The data are consistent with the assumption ®if random distribution of
chromatids at mitosis.
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CHAPTER IV
TRITIUM INDUCED CHROMOSOMAL ABERRATIONS IN WALLABIA BICOLOR
The cytotoxic effects of tritium, particularly in association 
with the specific DNA precursor, thymidine, are well documented (for 
reviews see Wimber, 1965; Feinendegen, 1967). Some studies have 
been carried out on chromosome aberrations (Wimber, 1959; Dewey, 
Humphrey and Jones, 1965; Brewen and Olivieri, 1966). In these studies 
relative radiation dose estimates were generally made from grain counts 
over nuclei in autoradiograms which may then be approximated to tritium 
disintegrations per nucleus (Dewey et at. 3 1965). However, the beta 
particle emitted by the transmutation of tritium is of comparatively 
low energy, with a non-constant direction, producing the majority of 
its ionisations within a very short range of its origin (<1 p) 
(Feinendegen, 1967). Therefore, if tritium labelled thymidine is not 
distributed uniformly throughout the nucleus, and if the nucleus is of 
non-uniform density then the quantitative evaluation of radiation dose 
is fraught with uncertainties. Thus a comparison with other kinds 
of radiation in terms of rads may well be meaningless (Marin and 
Bender, 1963) although this has been attempted by Dewey et at. (1965).
Bender, Gooch and Prescott (1962) found that there was no evidence 
for a non-random distribution of aberrations among human chromosomes 
although most aberrations occurred in heavily labelled nuclei, while 
Dewey et at. (1965) found there was no positive correlation between 
the location of the observed aberrations and the distribution of 
tritiated thymidine in Chinese hamster chromosomes. However,
Klevecz and Hsu (1964) also with Chinese hamster, and Ockey (1967) 
with human chromosomes found aberrations to be concentrated in heavily 
labelled chromosomes, indicating that label localisation produces an
intranuclear dose effect.
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OSince H -thymidine is incorporated into chromosomal DNA, the 
dilution of isotope following semi-conservative segregation of 
DNA (Taylor, Woods and Hughes, 1967) should result in a decreased 
radiation dose with consecutive cell divisions. The frequency of 
chromosomal fragments and chromatid exchanges scored at anaphase 
was found to decline with time after pulse exposure to tritiated 
thymidine (McQuade and Friedkin, 1960; Natarajan, 1961) implying 
either that highly damaged cells fail to survive and/or isotope 
dilution. At the second mitosis after labelling,the radiation 
dose per cell would be halved, however at later divisions the 
radiation dose in a cell is dependent on the level of sister 
chromatid exchanges within chromosomes. A non-random distribution 
of labelled chromatids at the second division post label (Lark,
Minocha and Consigla, 1965; Lark, 1967) would also influence 
radiation dose at subsequent divisions.
Because of the conflicting results on intranuclear dose effects, 
an analysis has been carried out on leucocytes of the Swamp Wallaby 
(Wallabia bicolor, 2n = 11, male, X Y ^ Y which allows ready determina­
tion of the frequency of aberrations produced in labelled cells 
both between and within chromosomes. Also since segregation of 
chromatids is random and the frequency of sister chromatid exchanges 
per chromosome is proportional to chromosome length, it has been 
possible to evaluate the effect of the incorporated isotope over 
successive cell cycles.
MATERIALS AND METHODS. .
(a) Culture procedure
Peripheral blood of a male Wallabia bicolor was collected by 
tail venepuncture into a heparinized sterile container. Whole blood 
was allowed to sediment at room temperature for 4 hours and buffy coat 
cultures were established in Eagle's medium containing 7.5% foetal
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calf serum and 2% PHA. Cultures were grown in Falcon plastic 
containers at 37°C. At 29 hours IP-thymidine (3.0 Ci/mM) was
added to a final concentration of 0.25 yCi/ml for three hours.
Cultures were then centrifuged, the medium decanted and cells 
resuspended in fresh medium. A number of subcultures were then 
set up. Cultures were hypotonically treated and fixed at 10, 32 
and 44 hours post label following accumulation of mitotic figures 
with colchicine (10-  ^M) for six hours in each case. (Preliminary 
experiments showed the duration of G2 + ^ mitotic period to be 
- 5.5 hours). Air dried preparations were coated with Kodak nuclear 
track emulsion type NTB, exposed for 12 (10 hour fixation) or 16 
(32 and 44 hour fixation) days and developed in Dektol (1:1) for 
two minutes.
(b) Scoring procedure
Cells were stained through the emulsion with Giemsa. Metaphase 
figures with label above both chromatids indicated 1st division 
post label; label confined to one chromatid at any one site indicated 
2nd division post label; while unlabelled chromosomes and both 
labelled and unlabelled regions along chromosomes indicated 3rd 
division post label cells. Grain counts were made on a few fully 
labelled representative metaphases to provide a criterion for cell 
inclusion in scoring. This was set at greater to or equal than three 
grains/y/chromatid. At such high grain densities counting becomes 
increasingly inaccurate due to coincidence error, because an activated 
silver halide crystal is insensitive to further interaction (Feinendegen, 
1967). Therefore no attempt was made to differentiate cells on the basis 
of grain counts. Unlabelled metaphases from the 32 and 44 hour fixa­
tions were scored in order to assess the control level of aberrations.
Chromatid-type and chromosome-type aberrations were scored (Fig. 1).
Ch. IV. F ig u r e  JLa-d. Chromosomes o f  Wal'lab'ia b ico lo T
(a )  C o n t r o l  c e l l  w i th  an  X-chromosome d e l e t i o n  ( a r r o w s ) ;
3
(b) a u t o r a d i o g r a p h  a t  t h e  f i r s t  me’t a p h a s e  a f t e r  H' - th y m id in e
l a b e l ,  show ing a r i n g  L2 chromosome (a r ro w )  w i t h o u t  accom panying  
f r a g m e n t ;  (c )  a u t o r a d i o g r a p h  a t  t h e  se co n d  m e ta p h a se  a f t e r  
l a b e l ,  with. an. X-chromosome d e l e t i o n  a t  o r  a d j a c e n t  to  t h e  
c e n t ro m e re  ( a r r o w s ) ; (d) a u t o r a d i o g r a p h  a t  t h e  t h i r d  m e ta p h ase
a f t e r  l a b e l ,  w i t h  a  d i c e n t r i c  chromosome (a r ro w )  form ed from  th e  
two L I chrom osomes, no f ra g m e n t  i s  p r e s e n t .
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These included chromatid deletions, involving the displacement 
of the chromatid fragment; isochromatid deletions, with and without 
chromatid reunion; asymmetric chromatid interchanges; and isochromatid 
interchanges; along with dicentrics (asymmetrical chromosome inter­
changes), centric rings (asymmetrical interarm intrachanges)> 
acentric rings and interstitial deletions (asymmetrical intraarm 
intrachanges)and terminal deletions. If the length of a fragment 
was equal to or less than the diameter of a chromatid, it was 
classified as an interstitial deletion. Chromatid and chromosome 
gaps i.e. unstained regions without chromosomal displacement, were 
observed but since their origin and fate is obscure they were not 
recorded. In this material translocations between particular 
chromosomes are scoreable where interchanged parts are unequal, and 
these were scored in order to determine whether the probability of 
chromosomal involvement in interchanges (including dicentrics) is 
random, but are not otherwise included in the analysis. Initially, 
following scoring of labelled cells grains were removed according 
to the method of Bianchi, Lima de Faria and Jaworska (1964) and the 
cells rescored. However, the Waltabba chromosomes are sufficiently 
distinctive even when covered with grains, such that nothing was 
gained from this procedure, therefore it was discontinued. Cells 
were evaluated under oil immersion (Leitz planapo 100 X) and photo­
graphed when desired on 4" x 5" high contrast, slow speed sheet 
film or plates.
RESULTS - .
Cultures fixed 10 hours after isotope incorporation showed 100% 
labelled metaphases, with a majority of cells showing complete 
chromosomal labelling. Therefore a three hour label is adequate to 
completely label Watlabia chromosomes. The criterion for scoring was
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that both chromatids of each chromosome should be fully labelled 
in first division cells and one chromatid equivalent of each in 
second division cells. Metaphase cells at 32 hours post label 
showed a wider range of label density with many more cells being 
incompletely labelled, and included a low frequency (< 3%) of first 
division metaphases. At 44 hours post label, second division cells 
comprised about 18% of labelled metaphases, the remainder being 
third division metaphases. Third division cells were scored when 
grain density on labelled chromatid segments was equivalent to first 
and second division labelled chromatids.
1. The distribution of aberration types over successive celt cycles
Table 1 gives the frequencies of different aberration types in 
cells at the first, second and third divisions after label. Clearly, 
tritium has considerably increased the frequencies of all aberration 
types over control levels. Although control cells would have had
qH -thymidine present for 3 hours without any significant incorporation, 
the aberration level is only slightly higher than that found by Brewen 
and Brock (1968) for chromosome type aberrations in Waltabia.
Aberration frequencies show considerable variation within types 
over divisions. Chromatid deletions and chromatid interchanges are 
the result: of breakage during the post replication phase immediately 
prior to the observed metaphase, and there are reduced frequencies 
of such aberrations in 2nd and 3rd division post label cells. Iso­
chromatid and chromosome deletions were combined because it is impossible 
to distinguish between isolocus breaks without reunion (G^ induced) 
and chromosome (G^ induced) deletions. First division post label cells 
will have been irradiated during part of S and G2, therefore it can 
be expected that the majority of isochromatid/chromosome deletions 
will be true isochromatid rather than chromosome deletions. In such
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cells 54% (16/26) of isolocus breaks showed an absence of sister 
union (NUpd - non-union in proximal and distal portions). In some 
instances determination of sister union was uncertain because of 
the close apposition of sister chromatids, therefore this may be 
an over-estimate. It might be expected that this value could be 
used to estimate the proportion of true isochromatid deletions in 
later divisions, however this is not so. In Schistocerca gregaria 
the proportion of NUpd aberrations varies from 16% to 65% of iso­
chromatid breaks (Fox, 1966), and in a Potorous tridactylis cell 
line from 26% to 45% (Biclc and Brown, 1969) . Therefore, it is 
unreasonable to use results from 1st division cells to predict, 
proportions of isochromatid deletions in later divisions. Sister 
union was evident in 8.6% (5/58) and 14.0% (7/50) of 2nd and 3rd 
division isochromatid/chromosome deletions respectively. Therefore 
the proportion of induced breaks in second and third division 
cells is high (> 60%) but uncertain. In 3rd division cells the 
frequency of deletions is considerable, however this could be 
influenced by the survival of deleted chromosomes from previous 
divisions.
2. Frequency of aberrant chromosomes without fragments
Only cells with a complete complement of centromeres were con­
sidered for scoring. The contribution of aberrations induced from 
previous divisions can be estimated from the frequency of aberrant 
chromosomes without accompanying fragments. In second division cells 
6% (4/64) of chromosome aberrations (deletions and dicentrics) were 
without acentric fragments while there were 19% (10/52) in third 
division cells. Since broken cells are comparatively frequent and 
loss of chromatid deletion fragments was observed, there may be some 
preparation loss of acentric fragments; however the frequency of
aberrant chromosomes without fragments is considerably higher in 
third division cells, indicating a probable carry over of centric 
fragments from the previous division. Overall 11.5% (15/131) of 
second and third division cells with aberrations had incomplete 
karyotypes (of, 5.6% of first division and control cells), while 
cells with fragments additional to the complement (two of which 
were centric) were confined to a further 5.3% of second and third 
division cells. Therefore it is reasonable to conclude that only 
a minority of cells with aberrations induced in that division cycle 
will survive into a further cell cycle. Moreover, it is apparent 
that a low frequency of aberrations in 3rd division cells in parti­
cular, were induced in the previous -division.
3. The distribution of breaks between cells
Chromatid and isochromatid/chromosome deletions were considered 
as single breaks with all other aberration types as two break events; 
the distribution of breaks in cells over divisions is shown in Table 2 
In second division cells the level of aberrations resulting from 
radiation over a complete cell cycle is significantly higher than that 
in first division cells, and this effect is continued but to a lesser 
extent in third division cells.
If breaks result from statistically independent events, distri­
butions should be Poissonian. y2 values obtained by testing actual 
data against expected Poisson distributions are given in Table 2, 
along with the variance: mean ratio for each distribution. For the 
Poisson distribution the mean and variance are equal and the ratio of 
these parameters can be tested for deviation from unity by using the 
ratio of the sum of squares to the mean which has a y2 distribution 
(Anderson and Bancroft, 1952, pp. 139 et seq.). This provides an 
independent test for the Poisson and avoids the grouping of terminal
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classes. Only the distribution of breaks in third division cells 
deviate significantly from the Poisson for both tests, while in 
all cases some overdispersion is evident. It is probable that the 
survival of aberrant chromosomes into third division cells, explains 
the deviation from the proposal that these tritium induced aberrations 
in each cell cycle exhibit independence from each other and follow 
a Poisson distribution.
4. Distribution of breaks on a chromosomal basis
The readily defined karyotype enables aberrations to be attributed 
to particular chromosomes in almost all cases, except for interstitial 
deletions. The distribution of breaks on a chromosomal basis is shown 
in Table 3. There were insufficient individual data from control 
cells for statistical test therefore these are excluded. If an 
aberration involves a chromosome twice, e.g. a ring, this is considered 
as two breaks. The analysis of these data assumes that breaks will 
be distributed between chromosomes dependent on their total length 
within a cell, subject to random irradiation. Therefore if chromo­
somes are uniformly labelled, in first and second division cells the 
distribution of breaks between chromosomes should be dependent on the 
ratio of the individual chromosomes length and frequency in the total 
complement.
In third division cells chromosomes are non-uniformly labelled, 
however, if the likelihood of chromosome segments being labelled is 
also dependent on chromosome length and on a random movement of 
label chromatids, then an adequate sample should result in a dis­
tribution of breaks similar to those of first and second division 
cells. It has previously been demonstrated that the probability of 
sister chromatid exchange is length dependent in Wallabia and that 
the segregation of chromatids is at random. The expected proportions
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of aberrations in chromosomes based on chromosome length and 
frequency are shown in Table 3 and tests of expected against 
actual data have been made using x2 analysis.
For chromosomes in each division the data are consistent with 
the frequency of breaks being proportional to chromosome length 
and frequency. This data are therefore compatible with chromosomes 
being uniformly labelled and within labelled regions being uniformly 
sensitive to tritium irradiation and subsequent damage.
5. Distribution of breaks within chromosomes
Only terminal deletion type aberrations are suitable for 
determining the position of break points along the length of 
chromosomes. First and second division data on deletions were 
combined and the numbers within specific regions of the chromosomes 
(judged qualitatively) are shown in Fig. Z- The division of 
chromosomes into approximately equal regions is arbitrary and 
paucity of data precludes testing for equal frequencies within 
regions. However overall the distal region of the long arms of 
chromosomes appears to be under-represented.
In third division metaphases, chromosomes ranged from being 
unlabelled to having a complete chromatid equivalent labelled.
Sister chromatid exchanges in previous divisions result in blocks 
of label on chromosomes. For each individual chromosome it is 
expected that a mean of 50% of a chromatid equivalent per chromosome 
will be labelled. The proportion of label on each chromosome was 
determined for 20 cells (200 chromosomes) from label patterns recorded 
on idealised karyotype diagrams. Between the chromosomes of the com­
plement the proportion labelled varied from 45% to 59%, with an over­
all mean for all chromosomes of 51%. It is possible to determine 
whether breaks are present in labelled or unlabelled regions, and if
Ch. IV. Figure 2: Distribution of the numbers of break points
associated with induced deletions, within 
chromosomes.
only those deletions type aberrations which were induced in the
prior duplication cycle are considered, i.e. aberrant chromosomes
without fragments are excluded, then 71% (37/52) of third division
breaks were found in labelled regions of chromosomes. If breaks
are randomly distributed between labelled and unlabelled regions
of chromosomes then 50% (26/52) are expected in labelled regions.
This is significantly different from that obtained (y2 _ n1 — y .3Uo,
P < 0.01). Therefore induced aberrations are preferentially 
located in isotope containing chromosome segments.
6. The distribution of reunion between chromosomes
To determine if chromosome involvement in H^-induced chromosome
interchange is random or non-random, translocations as well as di-
/
centrics were recorded. This is necessarily a biased sample of 
interchanges since they are only scoreable if interchange segments 
are unequal. These chromosome type aberrations were confined to 
second and third division cells and the numbers of interchanges 
involving particular chromosomes are shown in Table 4. These data 
include 25 dicentrics and 19 translocations from 600 2nd division 
post label cells from other experiments. It is reasonable to 
conclude that they also are tritium induced. Each translocation 
(43) or dicentric (33) is included twice in the table, therefore 
152 chromosomes are involved in interchanges. If the probability 
of involvement is dependent on the proportion of individual chromosome 
length to the complement, then the expected frequency of individual 
chromosome involvement in interchanges can be-deduced and is shown 
in Table 4; x2 tests show that in no case is there a deviation from 
expectation. Therefore the probability of chromosome involvement in 
interchanges is dependent on its proportion within the complement, and 
examination of the table indicates that, despite the small amount of
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data, there is little tendency for non-random association between 
chromosomes. This indicates that in the Watlabia cell chromosomes 
are not organised such that contact between breaks in homologous 
chromosomes is more likely than contact between breaks of non­
homo logous chromosomes. Moore and Gregory (1963) found (in Wallabia) 
that interchromosomal chromatid exchanges were distributed at random 
both between and within chromosomes after G^ X-irradiation, indicat­
ing that late interphase cells are also unorganised in terms of 
reunion between chromatid breaks from different chromosomes.
DISCUSSION
The aim of this study was to compare aberrations in chromosomes 
over divisions, and in this context it is reasonable to equate related 
autoradiograms where the labelling intensity over chromosome segments 
is similar, since the label is over structures of similar size, thick­
ness and density. Within each division, the population of cells 
sampled have similar grain counts and in second division cells mean 
radiation dose would be about half, and in 3rd division cells about 
one quarter of that in first division cells, although in third division 
cells variability between cells is considerably greater than in previous
divisions. Further it is reasonable to assume that nuclei showing
3similar total grain counts at any one time after H -thymidine incorpora-
3tion represent cells receiving similar doses of H -radiation, although 
in this study no attempt was made to estimate the actual radiation 
dose to the cells.
It is apparent that an increased grain count over cells implies 
increased radiation and results in a higher frequency of chromosomes 
aberrations (of. Dewey, Humphrey and Jones, 1965; Brewen and Olivieri, 
1966). The difficulties inherent in estimating tritium content of 
cells and radiation dose probably explain the poor quantitative agreement
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between experiments, and the difficulty of establishing the kinetics 
of tritium induced aberrations. When Dewey, Humphrey and Sedita 
(1967) and Oclcey (1967) found aberration frequencies varied in cells 
with similar grain counts derived from early or late S phase labelled 
cells they attributed this to a dose rate effect since the late S 
cells would have received approximately twice the disintegrations per 
hour compared with the early S cells. In the present experiment 
Watlabia cells were collected at a time which resulted in a uniform 
population of fully labelled cells and cell scoring was confined 
to fully labelled cells. This problem is therefore of minimal 
importance.
1. Aberrations over divisions
Examination of the data shows that chromatid deletions are the 
only aberration type which can be used to examine the effect of the 
reduced radiation dose over divisions, since they result from post­
replication induction in the prior cell cycle. There was a significant 
reduction over divisions (Table 1) this being consistent with the 
reduced cellular tritium content. However, despite the reduction of 
tritium radiation by a factor of 2 after first division, the aberra­
tion frequency per cell is greater in second division metaphases 
(Table 2). This is due to induced aberrations and shows that in 
Watlabia_, tritium irradiation over a cell cycle more than compensates 
for a twofold reduction in tritium radiation. The aberration 
frequency in third division cells is still substantial however the 
proportion of aberrations without accompanying fragments indicate that 
there is some survival of cells with aberrations induced in previous 
divisions which thereby influences aberration yield. It is apparent 
that the majority of cells containing aberrations do not survive.
This is consistent with the assumption of McQuade and Friedkin (1960)
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and Nataraian (1961) who observed a decline in aberrations at ana- 
phase with time following a H -thymidine pulse, which they attributed 
in part to the failure of aberrant cells to survive. Nevertheless 
after allowing for some aberration survival there is a significant 
level of aberrations induced in third division cells which probably 
is primarily due to induced chromosome deletions. In conjunction 
with the second division data this would indicate that in Wallabia 
leucocytes in culture incorporated tritium is an efficient inducer 
of chromosome deletions.
2. Reunion following aberration induction
Examination of the aberration types which involve reunion between 
broken ends such as chromatid interchanges, isochromatid deletions 
with sister unions, interstitial deletions, dicentrics and rings, 
show that they are comparatively infrequent in relation to deletion 
aberrations. Ockey (1967) found 20% chromatid interchanges of all
3aberrations at the first division post H -thymidine label in human 
chromosomes while Dewey et al. (1967) found 30% in Chinease hamster 
chromosomes, a fraction which did not differ significantly between 
two tritium irradiation times. The data of Brewen and Olivieri 
(1966) also with Chinese hamster cells are complicated by a high 
level of chromatid aberrations in control cells (0.26/cell) 98% of 
which were isochromatid deletions and chromatid exchanges, induced 
by the cell synchronising agent 5-amino uracil. If this is taken 
into consideration, which it is not in Brewen and Olivieri (1966) 
thereby making their calculations of the coefficients of aberration 
production meaningless in terms of tritium induced aberrations, 
then chromatid exchanges comprise 14 to 41% of all chromatid aberra­
tions over a range of tritium doses with a mean of 24%. These values 
contrast with the low level (< 10%) of chromatid exchanges in Wallabia.
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Brewen and Brock (1968) exposed Gq Wa.ld.abia leucocytes to gamma 
rays and found that, at 54 hours aftc ulture initiation, chromo­
some deletions comprised about 30% of 1 aberrations over a range
of doses, except at the lowest doses where the deletion frequency 
was higher but the actual number of aberrations lower. While the 
isochromatid/chromosome deletions in second and third division cells 
in Table 1 have an unknown proportion of induced deletions which 
do not show any reunion, this is sufficiently low such that G^ induced 
deletions considerably exceed G^ induced inter- and intrachanges. It 
is therefore apparent that a comparatively low proportion of tritium 
induced chromosome and chromatid breaks in Wallabia result in 
aberration types involving reunion.
3. Intra nuclear radiation effect
Considering the distribution of tritium induced aberrations 
between cells within divisions, aberrations tend to independence 
although there is some ambivalence in this regard. The ambivalence 
is almost certainly due to the slight carryover of aberrations from 
previous divisions. Also there is uniformity of breaks between 
chromosomes where aberration frequency is dependent on length; while 
the data are inadequate for any definite conclusions to be drawn, 
there is no strong evidence for lack of uniformity within chromosomes. 
The latter conclusion is based only on chromatid deletion data. How­
ever, in partly labelled chromosomes at the third division post label 
there is a strong tendency for aberrations to occur in labelled regions 
in agreement with Ockley (1967), and indicating ,that it is desirable 
to study the frequency of aberrations induced in labelled chromosomes 
on an intra-chromosomal level. Cleaver, Thomas and Burki (1972) allowed 
DNA strand breaks to accumulate in H^-thymidine labelled frozen (-196°C) 
Chinese hamster cells, and calculated that there were 2.1 DNA strand
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breaks induced per tritium decay, the great majority of which were 
rapidly repaired following cell thawing. Dewey et at. (1965) 
calculated that about 1,000 tritium decays were required to produce 
a chromosomal aberration, also in Chinese hamster cells. Therefore 
despite the fact that in these experiments no attempt was made to 
relate grains to decay events these would be substantial and this 
indicates that even though aberration levels are not excessive 
there has probably been considerable disturbance of normal cellular 
metabolism due to the presence of the tritium.
SUMMARY
Aberration levels in chromosomes of the Swamp Wallaby (Waltab'ia
3b'icotor) have been studied following a pulse H -thymidine label.
Results show that while chromatid aberrations decrease over consecutive
3divisions as the H label is reduced, overall aberration levels are 
higher in second division compared to first division post label cells 
and are still substantial in third division post label cells. This 
is in part due to the low level of survival of aberrant cells into 
later divisions. In fully labelled chromosomes aberration frequency 
is dependent on length while in partly labelled chromosomes, at the 
third division post label, there is a concentration of aberrations 
in labelled regions indicating an intra-nuclear dose effect.
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CHAPTER V
THE CONTINUITY OF CHROMOSOMAL SUBUNITS : AN ANALYSIS OF 
INDUCED RING CHROMOSOMES IN VICIA FABA
In both a structural and informational sense, the problem of the
organisation of DNA and other subsidiary components in the chromosomes
of eukaryotes remains a considerable hiatus in biolgocial knowledge.
Taylor, Woods and Hughes (1957) have shown that the segregation pattern
3of label in Vida faba chromosomes after H -thymidine incorporation is 
consistent with the assumption that the chromatid contains 2 
"duplication-segregation” subunits. They found that at the first 
division following isotope incorporation label was equally distributed 
over both chromatids of each metaphase chromosome. At the next division 
label was confined to one chromatid, except for reciprocal events 
termed "sister chromatid exchanges" (SCE’s) where labelled regions 
alternated between sister chromatids.
Taylor (1958, 1959a., b) used quantitative analysis of SCE’s to 
provide further information on the nature of the "duplication-segregation" 
subunits. In sister chromosomes from induced tetraploid cells showing 
label segregation, he observed some SCE’s at similar sites on homologous 
chromosomes, and these he termed twin SCE’s. An exchange restricted to 
one chromosome was termed a single SCE. Taylor (1958) reasoned that 
twin exchanges reflected an event in the original chromosome in the 
first cell cycle after isotope incorporation while an exchange in 
only one chromosome reflected an event in the second cell cycle post 
label. Further he reasoned that the ratio of single to twin SCE’s 
in paired second division chromosomes would reflect whether the 
reunion of chromatid subunits at the site of an SCE was restricted 
or random. If the chromatid subunits are indeed the two complementary
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strands of a DNA molecule, they have opposite polarity so that 
reunion between sister chromatids would be restricted to chains of 
like direction. Taylor (19592?) found that the time of application 
of colchicine to induce tetraploidy, influenced the singlertwin SCE 
ratios he obtained, complicating his interpretations. Comprehensive 
studies by Herreros and Gianelli (1967) in human chromosomes, and 
Geard and Peacock (1969) in Vicia faba have however confirmed Taylor's 
conclusion, in that at the site of a sister chromatid exchange, chromatid 
subunits are restricted in their ability to rejoin.
Brewen and Peacock (1969a) provided further affirmation of the 
dissimilarity of chromatid subunits when they examined the consequences 
of sister union in the formation of 'irradiation induced dicentric 
chromatids in labelled Chinese hamster chromosomes. An assessment of 
label patterns over dicentric chromosomes in colcemid induced tetra- 
ploid cells one division later showed that label was largely confined to 
one chromatid, around the site of a sister chromatid union indicating 
that subunit rejoining was restricted. There is good evidence 
therefore, for concluding that there are two subunits per chromatid, 
and that at any point these subunits are not free to rejoin at random 
either during a sister chromatid exchange or at sister union following 
irradiation.
These restrictions are just those expected for the DNA duplex 
since there is a difference between chains in terms of their 
directional polarity. In both mammalian (Simon, 1969) and plant cells 
(Filner, 1965; Haut and Taylor, 1967) DNA replicates semi-conservatively 
as was shown for the DNA of E. coli (Meselson and Stahl, 1958). Due 
consideration however, indicates that these experiments do not allow 
any conclusions to be drawn about the degree of lateral multiplicity 
(strandedness) of chromosomes (Wolff, 1969; Prescott, 1970).. All
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they require is that mutiple strands generate two conserved units of 
"duplication-segregation" and that all component strands of either 
unit be of the same directional sense.
The simplest expectation, however, is that the subunits are in 
fact the complementary chains of a Watson-Crick duplex and that the 
chromatid consists of one continuous DNA molecule.
The aim of this study is to test whether the directional sense 
of a subunit is uniform along the entire length of a chromatid, by 
examining the consequences of breakage and reunion involving two 
disparate sites along one chromatid. The rationale for such a study 
was formulated by Peacock, Wolff and Lindsley (1973); if breaks are 
induced at two different sites along the length of an unreplicated 
chromosome and reunion between broken ends occurs to produce a ring 
chromosome, the results of intervening replications can be examined at 
subsequent meta-anaphases. If uniformity of subunit polarity holds 
along the entire chromatid, then reunion will be restricted and at 
the first anaphase following ring chromosome initiation and duplication, 
two equal size chromatid-rings should separate freely and segregate 
(Fig. 1). This sequence should be invariant and provides the basis 
of the proposition of Peacock et at. (1973).
In fact, however, the examination of induced ring chromosomes of 
Vida, faba after one or two duplication cycles does not support this 
simple expectation and thus casts doubt on the proposition that there 
is a unitary directional specificity to the subunits of a chromatid.
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Ch.V. Figure 1: Sequences expected following the
induction of ring chromosomes in 
unreplicated (Gl) chromosomes.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
The primary radicle of Vicia faba was chosen as the experimental
system since it is known that the cell population in dormant radicles
consists principally (approx. 90%) of prereplication (Gl) cells.
The evidence for this comes from three sources: (1) the restricted
range of DNA per cell within root tips (Brunori, Avanzi and d’Amato,
1966; Miah and Brunori, 1970); (2) the limited spectrum of chromosome
aberrations (Wolff, 1954; Evans, 1967; Miller and Colaiace, 1970a)
and (3) DNA labelling in conjunction with the first mitosis (Davidson,
31966; Jakob and Bovey, 1969), where no significant H -thymidine 
incorporation into meristems was detected during the first 24 hr of 
seed soaking.
Scarified seeds of Vicia faba var. Prolific Long Pod were soaked 
in running water. At times varying from 16 to 22 hr later, the seeds 
were irradiated with 1,000, 2,000 or 5,000 rads (R) of y rays (Co^ 
source; approx. 42 R/min; exposure time varied). Following irradiation, 
seeds were placed in aerated half diluted Hoaglands solution at 22 ±
0.5°C, and at intervals from 32 to 46 hr colchicine was added to a 
final concentration of 0.025 or 0.05%. The primary radicles were 
subsequently fixed in 1:3 acetic alcohol at 72 to 122 hr post irradiation. 
Roots were hydrolysed (10 min; N HC1; 60°C) and stained with Feulgen. 
Squashes of the excised terminal meristems were made in ice cold water 
according to the method of Miller and Colaiace (1970h) with minor 
variations. Suitably spread metaphase cells were examined for ring 
chromosomes. In terms of ring separation acentric ring chromosomes 
are scoreable at the first metaphase post duplication since there is no 
centromere to ensure close chromatid contact. The anaphase stage is 
of short duration and is difficult to score unequivocally. However,
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colchicine induced tetraploid cells are equivalent to first anaphase 
post duplication cells such that two identical centric ring chromosomes 
are expected, or, if acentric, four identical ring chromatids (see 
Fig. 1). In tetraploid cells unpaired aberrations were noted. Cells 
were later relocated and photographed with a Zeiss photomicroscope 
(100 x plan apo obj.) on slow, high contrast 35 mm film. All unequivocal 
ring chromosomes were photographed then projected as negatives at a 
final actual magnification of 8,000X. The outline of the ring chromosome 
was traced along the mid point of the chromatid. In addition, in 
some cells, the long arms of subtelocentric chromosomes were also 
traced to compare the relative degree of contraction in different 
cells from the same treatment. Tracings were then made on a D-mac 
digitising table which records x and y coordinates at predetermined 
intervals during manual tracing. By integrating the individual 
distances between successive interval points it is possible to obtain, 
after conversion, actual chromosome circumference or length in microns.
RESULTS
1. Radiation dose effect
The frequency of ring chromosomes in diploid and tetraploid cells 
for the 1,000 and 2,000 R treatments is given in Table 1. Five 
thousand R produced a very low yield of mitoses in any root and a very 
high aberration level. However, those ring chromosomes seen at the 
highest treatment were assessed and included in the later analysis. 
Variability between roots at the lower doses in terms of number and 
ploidy of mitoses per root was high, with reasonable frequencies of 
metaphases in some roots within a treatment at 96 hr, whereas at 120 hr 
some roots contained only a few diploid metaphases while others contained 
octoploid metaphases.
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Scoring is based on the number of events leading to ring chromosome 
formation. Thus while in diploid cells each ring stems from one event, 
two equal size monocentric rings in tetraploid cells are derived 
from only one event prior to the succeeding two replication cycles 
(see Fig. 1).
Examination of the data shows that for both diploid and tetraploid 
cells the yield of ring chromosomes per cell at 2,000 R is approximately 
the square of that at 1,000 R. Previous studies (Evans, 1967; Miller 
and Colaiace, 1970a) showed that the yield of dicentrics plus rings 
in diploid cells approximated to a radiation dose square relationship, 
although considerable variability was evident in both sets of results.
All further irradiations were at 2,000 R since reasonable levels 
both of mitoses per root and ring chromosomes per cell were produced 
at this dose.
2. Ring chromosome-frequency
With only minor variations in time of irradiation, of colchicine 
application and of fixation, four experiments were carried out with 
2,000 R. The frequencies of ring chromosome events per cell are 
presented in Table 2 for both diploid and tetraploid cells. In one 
experiment, because of the low yield, data for tetraploid cells only 
were collected.
The considerable differences evident between experiments are 
greater than, but consistent with, the results of Miller and Colaiace 
(1970a), who found that the absolute yields of chromosome aberrations 
varied considerably between experiments. They obtained large or small 
yields of chromosome aberrations depending on the time of irradiation 
during G1 and/or fixation time.
Possible reasons for the difference in yield between diploid and 
tetraploid cells will be considered later.
«
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1)1 order to determine whether successive ring forming events per
cell were independent, the frequency distributions were tested against
Poisson expectations. In two of the three distributions for diploid
cells and one of the four for tetraploid cells, significant x2 values
were obtained. A heterogeneity analysis over experiments for both
diploid and tetraploid cells yielded a x2 ~ 55.556, P < 0.001 (diploid)6
and x2 = 121.023, P < 0.001 (tetraploid). It is not therefore,
9
legitimate to pool data from different experiments for bulk analysis.
The variance:mean ratios for each distribution (Table 2) demonstrate 
over-dispersion in those cases where a significant deviation was 
obtained, which suggests that after one ring has been formed, there 
may be an enhanced probability of another forming. Ring chromosomes 
of different circumferences in one cell were recorded as two separate 
events. Reproducibility of replicate tracings indicates tracing 
errors to be less than 5%, however, if differential condensation 
between chromosomes and/or mechanical stress due to preparation are 
present, in some instances such a recording may be incorrect, leading 
to an overestimate of cells with 2 (or more) ring chromosome events.
3. Types of ring chromosomes and length distributions
In only 75% (242/323) of ring chromosome containing diploid cells 
and 65% (413/634) of tetraploid cells was it possible to score ring 
chromosomes unequivocally in terras of type (centric vs acentric) and 
number. The analyses that follow are based on measurements made on 
these ring chromosomes.
Considerable variation was observed in the degree of chromosome 
contraction in different metaphase cells. In order to rationalise the 
effect of chromosome condensation the long arms of two unaltered 
sub-telocentric (S) chromosomes chosen at random were measured in 103 
randomly selected ring chromosome containing cells and the distribution
Ch« V. Figure 2a~d. Induced ring chromosomes of Vioia fabaj
(a) a monocentric ring in a diploid colchicine anaphase cell;
(b) a monocentric ring in a diploid cell; (c and d) two 
monocentric rings in tetraploid cells. X ca. 4,000.
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of their mean lengths is given in Table 3. Examination of Table 3 
indicates that the mean lengths follow the form of a skewed normal 
distribution. This is as expected since in some instances late 
prophase - early metaphase cells with elongated chromosomes were 
scoreable for ring chromosomes. In addition, in a further 70 cells, 
one S chromosome was measured and the 276 S chromosome arms had a 
mean length of 5.71 y (S.D. = 1.663). In all those ring chromosome 
containing cells where the S chromosome arm lengths were greater 
or less than two standard deviations from this mean, (i.e. > 9.0 y 
or < 2.4 y) the circumference of the ring chromosome was altered by
an appropriate factor to normalise the length. By this means, extreme
Imeasurements were avoided and 11 ring chromosomes were reduced from 
their actual circumference.
(i) Centric ring chromosomes
In diploid metaphases, only monocentric rings were seen (Fig. 2) 
and these were classified on the basis of circumference (Table 4).
A distinguishing feature in 14.7% (20/136) of these monocentric rings 
was the presence of a nucleolus organiser (NO) region (Fig. 2), which 
could only have come from one of the two long metacentric chromosomes 
of the Vicia complement. There were, of course, other instances where 
centric rings had been derived from metacentric elements. But because 
of the high level of aberrations per cell the presence of a NO region 
was regarded as the only satisfactory criterion for classifying the 
origin of a ring from a metacentric. The metacentric chromosomes 
comprise approximately 35% of the V-icia metaphase complement (Evans 
and Bigger, 1961, 39% - relative length, Martin and Rae, 1966, 32% - 
relative area), and within the NO containing arm the trabant comprises 
about 40%. Therefore, if the probability of ring chromosome induction
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i s  d e p e n d e n t  on chromosome l e n g t h  14% o f  c e n t r i c  r i n g s  s h o u ld  c o n t a i n  
t h e  NO r e g i o n 5 w h ich  com pares  v e r y  f a v o u r a b ly  w i t h  t h a t  o b t a i n e d  
(1 4 .7 % ) .  I t  i s  l i k e l y  t h a t  t h e  m e t a c e n t r i c  chromosome c o n t r i b u t e s  
a h i g h  p r o p o r t i o n  o f  c e n t r i c  r i n g s  (> 40%) s i n c e  t h e  r e m a in in g  
s h o r t e r  chromosomes a r e  s u b t e l o c e n t r i c  and t h i s  would r e d u c e  th e  
p r o b a b i l i t y  o f  i n t e r p l a y  b e tw e e n  damaged chromosome arm s.
I t  i s  to  be  e x p e c te d  t h a t  i n  t e t r a p l o i d  c e l l s  p a i r s  o f  e q u a l  s i z e  
m o n o c e n t r i c  r i n g s  s h o u ld  o c c u r  i n  a  s i m i l a r  s i z e  f r e q u e n c y  d i s t r i b u t i o n  
t o  t h a t  o f  t h e  r i n g s  i n  d i p l o i d  c e l l s  ( s e e  F i g .  1 ) .  N ine  d i p l o i d  c e l l s  
w ere  s e e n  w here  c e n t r o m e r e s  had s e p a r a t e d  ( c o l c h i c i n e  a n a p h a s e  c e l l s ) . 
T h e se  c e l l s  c o u ld  be  s c o r e d  i n  t h e  same m anner a s  t e t r a p l o i d  c e l l s  
and t h i s  i n f o r m a t i o n  i s  i n c l u d e d  w i t h - t h e  t e t r a p l o i d  d a t a .
One h u n d red  p a i r s  o f  e q u a l  s i z e  m o n o c e n t r i c  r i n g s  ( F ig .  2) w e re  
found  i n  t e t r a p l o i d  c e l l s ,  ho w e v e r ,  112 r i n g s  w i t h  two e q u i d i s t a n t  
c e n t r o m e r e s  ( F ig .  3) w ere  a l s o  s e e n .  [Four d i c e n t r i c  r i n g s  w i th  
a sy m m e tr ic  c e n t r o m e r e s  w ere  f o u n d ,  t h e s e  a r e  n o t  i n c lu d e d  i n  t h e  
a n a l y s i s  and t h e i r  o r i g i n  w i l l  b e  c o n s id e r e d  l a t e r ] . S in c e  t h e s e  
d i c e n t r i c  r i n g s  can  b e  assumed to  h a v e  o r i g i n a t e d  from  m o n o c e n t r i c  
r i n g  fo rm in g  e v e n t s  two r e p l i c a t i o n  c y c l e s  e a r l i e r ,  i n  e a ch  c a s e  
t h e i r  o v e r a l l  l e n g t h  h a s  b e e n  h a lv e d  to  p r o v id e  e q u iv a l e n c e  w i th  
t h e  m o n o c e n t r i c s . The f r e q u e n c i e s  o f  m o n o c e n t r i c  and d i c e n t r i c  r i n g  
chromosomes i n  e q u i v a l e n t  s i z e  c l a s s e s  i s  g i v e n  i n  T a b le  5.
M o n o c e n t r ic  r i n g s  l e s s  t h a n  3 .5  y i n  c i r c u m f e r e n c e  c a n n o t  be
r e s o l v e d  ( s e e  T a b le s  4 and 5 ) .  I f  t h i s  s i z e  c l a s s  i s  d i s r e g a r d e d  a
c o n t in g e n c y  a n a l y s i s  b e tw e en  t o t a l  c e n t r i c  r i n g s  i n  e a ch  s i z e  c l a s s
a g a i n s t  c e n t r i c  r i n g s  i n  d i p l o i d  c e l l s  g i v e s  a x 2 = 1 8 .7 6 3 ,  0 .2  > P
13
> 0 . 1 , i n d i c a t i n g  t h a t  c e n t r i c  r i n g s  i n  t e t r a p l o i d  c e l l s  have  a 
s i m i l a r  s i z e  f r e q u e n c y  d i s t r i b u t i o n .  The a p p a r e n t  d e f i c i e n c y  o f  
l a r g e  r i n g s  (> 1 4 .5  y) i n  t e t r a p l o i d  c e l l s  i s  p r o b a b ly  due  to  t h e
Ch. V. Figure 3a-d. Induced ring chromosomes of Vida faba;
(a) a dicentric ring chromosome in a tetraploid cell (a 1- 
chromatid ring is also present in the form of a figure eight);
(b) a dicentric ring including two nucleolus organiser regions 
in a tetraploid cell; (c) a 2-chromatid ring in a tetraploid 
cell; (d) a 1-chromatid ring in a diploid cell. X ca. 4,000.
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difficulty in scoring all large dicentric rings. Where the 
circumference exceeds 28 y tangling could be expected thus making 
resolution difficult. This is especially well demonstrated by 
considering centric rings derived from metacentric chromosomes.
Nine per cent (9/100) of monocentric rings with a mean circumference 
of 12.0 y, and 5.4% (6/112) of dicentric rings of equivalent mean 
circumference, 10.3 y had a secondary constriction. A contingency 
analysis of such centric rings in tetraploid cells (15/212, mean 
circ. 11.3 y) against diploid cells (20/136, mean circ. 13.5 y) 
gives a x2 = 5.33, 0.02 > P > 0.01, demonstrating a significant 
deficiency of NO containing centric rings in tetraploid cells. 
Examination of the data shows this to be large!}? due to a lack of 
large dicentric ring chromosomes.
If the 21 dicentric rings < 3.5 y are disregarded, the proportion 
of monocentric to dicentric rings in tetraploid cells is 100:91 
(x2 = 0.424, 0.7 > P > 0.5 on a 1:1 expectation). The proportion of 
monocentric rings in each class of reasonable numbers varies from 0.37 
to 0.65 (Table 5), however, 95% confidence limits show that all size 
classes are overlapping. Two factors thus remain unexplained:
(a) the origin of the dicentric rings and
(b) the disproportionately higher number of dicentric 
rings in the lower size classes.
(ii) Acentric ring chromosomes
Only one acentric ring chromosome including the NO was seen over 
all experiments. This is surprising since 14.7% of centric rings in 
diploid cells were found to contain a NO region, and may reflect an 
inability of such rings to replicate.
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In diploid metaphases, the absence of the centromere allows the 
two chromatids of an acentric ring chromosome to fall apart, and two 
equal size chromatid rings were found substantially apart in many 
metaphases. There were such cases of two equal chromatid rings in 
cells (Fig. 3) however in 88_ instances the acentric ring chromosome 
was represented by one chromatid in a ring form (Fig. 3). Since it is 
assumed, as before, that the one-chromatid rings have been altered from 
an initial event which could produce two equal size chromatid rings, 
the actual circumference is halved and the equivalent size distributions 
are shown in Table 6. The detection of acentric rings < 3.0 y in 
circumference is unreliable; therefore, data below this level' has 
been disregarded. This gives a ratio of 2-chromatid to l~chromatid 
acentric ring chromosomes of 93:42, which differs significantly from 
the 1:1 ratio (P < 0.01) obtained for centric rings.
The examination.of acentric ring chromosomes in tetraploid cells 
produced 4 ring, types:
(a) _42 instances of four equal size chromatid rings;
(b) _I_5 instances of two equal size chromatid rings plus 
one single of double circumference;
(c) 130 instances of two equal size chromatid rings; and
(d) 109 instances where the acentric ring chromosome 
consisted of one chromatid.
In those cells where unexpected ring types occur, such as single 
chromatid rings in tetraploid cells, it is assumed that these are not 
the result of a failure to replicate a previously formed chromatid 
ring. Therefore in order to equate these ring types in terms of their 
initial equivalent lengths it is necessary: (1) to take the circum­
ference of the smaller rings only for the case when three rings are 
present; (2) to halve the length for the 2-c.hromatid ring class; and
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(3) to divide the circumference by 4 for the 1-chromatid ring class.
The frequencies of ring types in equivalent size categories is presented 
in Table 7. The data shows that following size reduction the majority 
of the 2-ring and 1-ring types are now in equivalent size categories 
where they would be below the limit of discrimination. Therefore, 
while these 2-ring and 1-ring types have come from true circular 
structures, they would have been of a size such that when contracted 
at the diploid metaphase they could not then be resolved as ring 
chromosomes. Rather they would have been placed in the category of 
interstitial deletions. While the level of interstitial deletions 
was certainly high, the ease with which they could be obscured, part­
icularly in tetraploid cells, precluded any accurate record of their 
frequency being kept. These acentric rings which have been derived 
from interstitial deletions, provide the basis for the increased 
frequency of ring chromosomes per cell found in tetraploid cells 
(Table 2).
If the size classes below 3.0 p are disregarded a contingency 
analysis of acentric ring chromosomes in tetraploid cells against
acentric rings in diploid cells gives a x2 = 15.637, 0.02 > P > 0.01.6
This departure from the expected equivalence of frequencies in size 
classes contrasts with the agreement found for centric rings. 
Examination of the data indicates that the deviation from equivalence 
is largely due to the high contribution of 2-chromatid and 1-chromatid 
rings in tetraploid cells in the 3.0-3.9 p range. This inflation may 
reflect the high frequency of interstitial deletions, and that 
proportion of marginal I.D.'s which have been converted into recordable 
ring chromosomes, since these figures are obtained following reduction 
of actual lengths.
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As with the centric ring results two factors remain unexplained:
(i) the origin of the 1-chromatid acentric ring chromosomes 
both in diploid and tetraploid cells, and
(ii) the basis for the observed frequencies of acentric ring 
types in tetraploid cells.
4. Ring chromosomes in octoploid cells
An analysis of ring chromosomes in octoploid metaphase cells 
proved difficult; nevertheless 9_ unequivocal cells were obtained.
Three of these had 2 equal size dicentric rings; while one had 4 
equal size monocentric rings. The remainder contained acentric ring 
chromosomes with varying numbers of ring chromatids, and included 1 
cell with a single ring chromatid (22 y actual circumference, therefore 
22/8 = 2.8 y initial equivalent). In one colchicine anaphase tetraploid 
cell (which can be scored as an octoploid cell) a quadricentric ring 
was seen. Therefore in these colchicine accumulated cells in Vicia 
where a geometic increase in the number of equal size rings is expected 
in cells of increasing ploidy due to an uninterrupted succession of 
duplication cycles, events leading to a change in this expectation 
operate over at least three cell cycles.
5. Non G1-aberrations and spontaneous tetraploid cells
Since a primarily G1 population of cells was irradiated, paired 
chromosome aberrations are expected to be most frequent in tetraploid 
cells. In 7% (45/634) of tetraploid ring chromosome containing cells 
an unpaired symmetrical dicentric or quadricentric (4/45) chromosome 
was seen (Fig. 4). An unpaired symmetrical dicentric results from one 
replication cycle following isochromatid breakage and sister union 
i.e., a non G1 aberration. If replicated chromosomes undergo iso­
chromatid breaks with sister union on both sides of the centromere,
Ch. V. Figure 4a-c. Non Gl-type ^ aberrations in Vicia faba 
chromosomes; (a) an unpaired symmetrical dicentric chromosome 
(with two monocentric rings) in a tetraploid cell; (b) an 
unpaired symmetrical quadricentric in a tetraploid cell;
(c) an asymmetric dicentric ring in a tetraploid cell. X ca. 4,000.
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then a subsequent replication without division will produce dicentric 
rings (Fig. 5). Since breaks can occur at random along chromosome 
arms, as shown by the uninterrupted size range of ring chromosomes, 
dicentric ring chromosomes with asymmetric centromeres usually result 
from this event. Four of the 116 dicentric ring chromosomes examined 
had centromeres which were not equidistant (Fig. 4). Consideration 
of the low frequency of single symmetrical dicentrics and asymmetric 
dicentric rings would make it most unlikely that more than one dicentric 
ring chromosome with symmetric centromeres, resulting from two iso- 
chromatid breaks with sister union will be included in the ring 
chromosomes data. This is equally applicable for acentric ring 
chromosomes. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that all ring 
chromosomes under consideration have been derived from reunion between 
breakage points on unreplicated chromatids.
Unpaired symmetrical quadricentric chromosomes arise from induced 
breaks in two prereplication chromatids joining to form a dicentric, 
and an isochromatid break with sister union at another site on one of 
the chromosomes where replication has taken place. This occurrence 
of chromatid and chromosome type aberrations in the same cell and even 
in the same chromosome contrasts with the observations of Miah and 
Brunori (1970) who found no such cases. It is possible that DNA 
synthesis had commenced in these cells prior to irradiation (Davidson, 
1966; Jakob and Bovey, 1969), or that some cells had proceeded into 
DNA synthesis before cell dormancy resulted at seed maturation. DNA 
estimations in cells of dormant roots (Brunori et al., 1970) show a 
significant scatter from the mean G1 value therefore previous partial 
duplication is possible.
I R R A 0  E ATI  ON
C E N T R O M E R E  
SE P A R A T I O N
A S Y M M E T R I C  R I N G  
4N MET A P H A S E
Ch*V. Figure 5: A mechanism for the origin of single ring
chromosomes in tetraploid cells. Ring 
chromosome formation following two induced 
isochromatid breaks with sister union in a 
replicated chromosome.
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Four tetraploid cells were also seen with one moncentric ring 
chromosome. Other aberrations were also unpaired indicating that these 
cells were in their first division after G1 aberration induction.
This shows that a low frequency of spontaneous tetraploid cells are 
present in the Vicia radicle, a point not considered by Brunori et dl. 
(1970). These rings have not been included in the data.
6. Ring chromosome configurations
In many instances ring chromosomes showed interlocking. This was 
found for acentric ring chromosomes in diploid cells, and for monocentric 
rings and other ring types in tetraploid cells (Fig. 6). Also in 
some cases dicentric rings were in the form of pretzels, as were 
1-chromatid rings in diploid and tetraploid cells (Fig. 6). The 
frequencies of the various ring chromosome configurations are shown in 
Tables 8, 9, 10 and 11. Inspection of the data in Tables 8, 10 and 11 
indicates that the relative frequency of interlocks and pretzels 
increases with ring circumference. The mean circumference of free 
monocentric rings in tetraploid cells was 7.9 ± 0.41 y against 10.2 ± 
0.45 y for interlocked rings, while for acentric rings in diploid cells 
free rings had a mean circumference of 4.6 ± 0.17 y and interlocked 
chromatid rings 5.4 ± 0.21 y.. In tetraploid cells when 2-chromatid 
rings only are considered, free rings had a mean circumference of 
5.4 ± 0.31 y and interlocked rings 6.1 ± 0.34 y (actual lengths).
When acentric rings found as 2-chromatid or 1-chromatid rings in 
diploid and tetraploid cells are examined (Tables 10 and 11), it 
appears that in the same size classes there are similar relative 
frequencies of the various configurations. A contingency x2 analysis 
for the first 5 size classes where adequate numbers are available 
shows that in each size class there is no departure from equivalence
Ch. V. Figure 6a-d. Induced ring chromosomes of Vicia faba 
(a) two interlocking monocentric rings (each of which has a 
nucleolus organiser region) in a tetraploid cell; (b) two 
interlocking chromatid rings in a diploid cell (a small 
monocentric ring is also present); (c) a 1-chromatid ring
in the form of a pretzel in a tetraploid colchicine anaphase 
cell; (d) a chain of four interlocking chromatid rings in 
a tetraploid cell. X ca. 4,000.
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of the various chromosome configurations in diploid and tetraploid 
cells. Therefore it is reasonable to assume that the mechanism 
producing either interlocks or pretzels is expressed to an equivalent 
extent in both cell cyles.
Two-chromatid acentric rings in pretzel form were not seen in 
tetraploid cells although about 20 might have been expected. Therefore, 
either one-chromatid ring pretzels in diploid cells are unable to 
replicate, or to be resolved after replication, or else in every case 
are converted to another form in the subsequent cell cycle.
A majority of the free 2-chromatid rings in diploid cells certainly 
do not replicate into free 4-chromatid rings in tetraploid cells, since 
in diploid cells free 2-chromatid rings comprise 39% (45/114) of 
acentric rings, while in tetraploid cells free 4-chromatid rings 
comprise only 9% (11/118) of the total. The situation is similar for 
interlocked rings where the frequency of interlocked ring chromatids in 
diploid cells (27%, 31/114), greatly exceeds the frequency of interlocked 
4-chromatid rings in tetraploid cells (5%, 6/118). Even an allowance 
for a possible excessive contribution of 2-chromatid and 1-chromatid 
ring types in the 3.5 y class in tetraploid cells has little effect, 
therefore many of the ring configurations in diploid cells must be 
converting to other configurations in tetraploid cells. It is possible 
that some of these interlocking configurations are difficult to 
resolve; but this is likely to be of minor significance.
Among the results presented the presence of single ring chromosomes, 
both centric and acentric in high frequency is unexpected. Also inter­
locking both of chromatids and chromosomes is not in accord with the 
expectation that following ring chromosome initiation and duplication, 
two equal size chromatid rings should separate freely, and that this 
sequence of duplication and separation should be invariant over a
number of cell cycles.
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DISCUSSION
The aim of this study was to examine the consequences of union 
between two disparate sites of an unreplicated chromatid after breakage. 
The findings that at any point on a chromatid, subunits are dissimilar 
(Taylor, 1958, 1959b; Geard and Peacock, 1969; Brewen and Peacock, 
1969a) was the basis for assuming that restrictions would apply to 
reunion between two different points on an unreplicated chromatid.
The low frequency of unpaired symmetric linear dicentric chromosomes 
and asymmetric dicentric ring chromosomes observed, ensures that the 
ring chromosomes analysed have in fact been derived from unreplicated 
(Gl) chromatids. Peacock et at. (1973) on the other hand found a 
high frequency of unpaired symmetrical dicentric chromosomes in Chinese 
hamster cells two replication cycles after Gl irradiation. The 
expectations shown in Figure 1 assume that subunit polarity is 
continuous along the length of the chromatid between break points 
and that reunion is restricted. Obviously, these expectations have 
not been fulfilled, and it is necessary therefore to ascertain whether 
this is due to a discontinuous subunit polarity or to some other cause.
(1) Gl/post Gl conformation difference
The experiments which demonstrated that chromatid subunit rejoining 
is restricted, were confined to an analysis of reunion between sister 
chromatids (Taylor, 1958; Brewen and Peacock, 1969a). It is possible 
that in the prereplication (Gl) chromatid such restrictions do not apply. 
Such would be predicted, for example, in the chromosome model of Schwartz 
(1955, 1958) where the molecular conformation in chromatids is distinct 
in the Gl and post-Gl phases. Schwartz’s model would make it possible 
for subunits to rejoin at random in Gl and on this basis equal 
frequencies of one ring and two ring categories would be expected.
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However, the model does not predict the observations that since the 
proportion of single to double rings (i) differs between centric 
and acentric types, (ii) is significantly different from a 1:1 
ratio for acentric rings in diploid cells and (iii) is size 
dependent, this proposition is not tenable.
(2) Twisting before reunion
Although there is no reason for considering that the G1 chromatid 
is conformationally distinct, other events which occur prior to reunion 
of the broken chromatid ends in G1 may provide an explanation for some 
of the phenomena observed. If it is assumed that the broken chromatid 
twists through 360° before union of broken ends and integrity is 
maintained, a subsequent replication produces interlocking of ring 
chromatids (Fig. 7). For centric rings, the presence of the centromere 
only allows interlocking to be observed as two interlocked monocentric 
rings in tetraploid cells. Therefore, twisting of the chromatid prior 
to union between broken ends could explain the interlocking of 2- 
chromatid rings in diploid cells and of two monocentric rings in 
tetraploid cells. It should be noted that one, or any odd number, of 
twists through 180° prior to union will produce a continuous single 
ring after replication if there are no restrictions on subunit 
rejoining.
It might be expected that the likelihood of the chromatid twisting 
should increase as the distance between break points increases. The 
results in Tables 9 and 10 do show an increase in the incidence of 
interlocking as ring circumference increases, both for monocentric 
rings in tetraploid cells and 2-chromatid rings in diploid cells.
Also the mean circumference of interlocked rings is greater than that 
for non interlocked rings in both the centric and acentric categories.
360 ° T W I S T  BEFORE! FT I NO F O R M A T I O N
V
RE P L I C A T I O N
Ch.V. Figure 7: A mechanism for the origin of interlocking
ring chromosomes. Replication of a ring 
chromatid which, has resulted from the 
initial rod segment twisting through 360° 
before union.
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The proportions of interlocks among centric and acentric rings 
are similar. There are 40% monocentric rings interlocked in tetraploid 
cells with a mean circumference of 10.2 p, and 41% interlocked 2- 
chromatid rings in diploid cells of mean circumference 5.4 p.
Therefore, although the incidence of interlocking increases as ring 
circumference increases it follows a different probability of 
occurrence with increasing size for centric and acentric rings. If 
interlocking is due to twisting, which is more probable as the 
distance between break points increases, then an increasing incidence 
is expected but not observed for centric versus acentric ring 
chromosomes. It is possible that the presence of the centromeric 
region imposes a rigidity which diminishes the probability of twisting 
in the shorter centric fragments. The high incidence of interlocking 
in 2-chromatid acentric rings in tetraploid cells is also surprising 
since the proportion of interlocks within size classes for diploid 
and tetraploid cells is very similar. It was concluded earlier that 
the mechanism producing either interlocks or pretzels is expressed 
to an equivalent extent in both cell cycles. Twisting has been 
proposed to ensue before union of ends at the first cell cycle only.
This explanation must be rejected as the cause of interlocking of 
acentric 2-chromatid rings in tetraploid cells.
Although some ring chromosome configurations could be the result 
of twisting before union of broken chromatid ends, the majority remain 
unexplained.
*
(3) Spontaneous breakage with sister union
Following the replication of the initially formed ring chromatid, 
interaction between the two sister ring chromatids could result in the 
ring types and configurations which were observed. In a ring chromosome, 
homologous breaks in both chromatids followed by proximal and distal
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sister union between chromatids can generate, a single ring at the 
next metaphase (for acentric rings) or at the next cell cycle after 
centromere separation and replication (for centric rings), as is 
shown in Figure 8. If the position of the break is at random 
around the ring chromosome then it would be expected that the majority 
of dicentric rings observed in tetraploid cells would have asymmetric 
centromeres. Following one such break in a monocentric ring chromosome 
a subsequent isochromatid break with sister union would result in a 
smaller dicentric ring with an accompanying acentric ring. Further 
isochromatid events in an acentric ring would result in two or more 
chromatid rings which would usually be unequal in size. This type of 
event has been proposed to account for perpetuation of a human ring 
chromosome (Pathak and Sinha, 1972).
Only 3% of dicentric rings had asymmetric centromeres and these 
could be explained as being due to gamma ray induced isochromatid 
aberrations in replicated rod chromosomes. Therefore, it is reasonable 
to conclude that spontaneous sister locus breakage in ring chromosomes 
with subsequent proximal and distal sister union is negligible in 
these experiments.
(4) Spontaneous breakage with sister chromatid exchange
Following the breakage of sister chromatids at homologous sites, 
reunion can yield a sister chromatid exchange (SCE). McClintock 
(1938, 1941) studied the somatic behaviour of a number of ring 
chromosomes in Zea mays. She found that the size of the various 
rings changed over cell cycles. In somatic mitoses double size 
dicentric rings were occasionally observed, the frequency increasing 
as the size of the initial ring increased. Breakage of these rings 
at telophase and their reconstitution in daughter cells established
I S O L O C U S B R E A K
S I S T E R  U N I O N
S E P A R A T I O N  & 
RE PL I C A T I O N
A S Y M M E T R I C  R I N G  
4 N M E T A P H A S E
Ch.V. Figure 8: A mechanism for the origin of single ring
chromosomes in tetraploid cells. A spontaneous 
isolocus break with sister union in a replicated 
ring chromosome.
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the ring form of the chromosome but, depending on the position of 
the breaks, not necessarily in its original size and composition. 
McClintock (1941) believed that somatic crossing over between sister 
chromatids was responsible for dicentric ring formation and that 
the frequency of such sister chromatid exchange increased as ring 
chromosome circumference increased. The size of the ring chromosomes 
at anaphase in maize did not allow the resolution of interlocked 
rings, if they were present. However, dicentric rings and interlocks 
have been observed in induced ring chromosomes of Crepis capillaris 
(Dubinin and Nemtseva, 1969) and attributed to SCE’s.
One sister chromatid exchange following replication will generate 
a single ring from a ring chromosome formed where subunit polarity is 
continuous and reunion is restricted (see Fig. 1). By this means 
dicentric rings will result in tetraploid cells and acentric 1-chromatid 
rings in diploid cells. Two SCE’s can generate either two free rings 
or an interlock depending on the relationship of the two events.
Further, three SCE's can generate a pretzel. The possibilities are 
shown in Figure 9.‘ Therefore sister chromatid exchanges alone can 
generate the ring chromsome types and configurations seen. An odd 
number of exchanges will always generate one-ring configurations 
while an even number will always result in two-ring configurations.
If the ring chromosome configurations seen are due to SCE’s 
then more than one such exchange can be expected to occur in a 
particular cell cycle. It is therefore important to resolve whether 
multiple exchanges are independent i.e. whether they fulfil Poisson 
expectations. This is not possible to assess in ring chromosomes 
but an indication can be obtained from autoradiographic SCE's.
S.C.E.
S.C.E.
S .C .E .’b
S.C.E .’b
Ch.V. Figure 9: A mechanism for the origin of complex ring
chromosome configurations. Each line represents 
a chromatid. One SCE leads to a single ring.
Two SCE*s, either simultaneous or successive 
leads either to interlocked or free rings. Three 
SCE’s leads either to a single non-twisted ring 
or a single ring in the form of a pretzel.
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In R -thymidine labelled rod chromosomes at the second division 
post label, SCE's are the visible result of a physical exchange of 
chromatid segments. In 7 of 12 sets of data from Vicia faba, SCE's 
in rod chromosomes v.Tere found to have frequency distributions fitting 
Poisson expectations (Geard and Peacock, 1969; Geard, 1969). Also 
it was shown that exchange frequency was length dependent and that 
about 0.14 SCE’s per micron could be detected. Although the data in 
Vicia are ambivalent, the analyses of individual Wattabia chromosomes 
showed that the SCE’s observed in autoradiograms were independent and 
followed Poisson expectations.
Therefore, independence of exchange events will be assumed and
the Poisson distribution can then be used to predict the expected
/
proportions of single to double rings for various ring sizes with 
different hypothetical exchange frequencies. For a given exchange 
frequency and a given mean ring circumference, the derived number of 
exchanges per ring is the mean of the Poisson series from which a 
given distribution is generated. Summation of the odd and even terms 
of the distribution gives the relative proportions of 1-ring and 2-ring 
configurations respectively. The summation of the odd and even terms 
of a large number of Poisson distributions derived for 3 exchange 
frequencies and with varying ring circumference results in the series 
of hypothetical curves shown in Figure 10.
Inspection of the present data for proportions of paired mono­
centric rings versus dicentrics in tetraploid cells (Table 5) and 
2-chromatid acentric rings versus 1-chromatid rings in diploid cells 
(Table 6) shows that only the acentric ring data approximate to any 
of the predicted curves; the proportions from the first two size 
classes from the centric ring results do not even fit on the graph. 
Therefore while sister chromatid exchanges can generate all the
1-
0
u ua|U3i»jEt»si
O) CO »- ‘P *P6 6 6 0 0
S N 0 I 1 V U  f l D U  NOO O N i y - 2  J O N O I - L U O d O y d
Ch. V . Figure 10: Curves showing the proportions of 2-ring configurations
expected following sister chromatid exchanges in 
replicated ring chromosomes. Sister chromatid exchange 
at three levels are independent and proportional to 
chromosome length.
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configurations seen;, the assumption of continuous subunit polarity 
with restricted reunion does not predict the observed proportions 
of configurations.
(5) Subunit 'polarity reversals
Since doubt is now cast on the proposal of subunit continuity 
along chromatids, alternative schemes need to be considered. If it is 
assumed that the directional.sense of a subunit is variable in equal 
numbers of discrete segments along a chromatid and reunion to form 
rings is unrestricted between segments then it is equally probable 
to be between like or unlike segments. Either with or without SCE’s 
a 1:1 proportion of 2-ring to 1-ring configurations is expected in 
all size classes. Although some of the data shows such a 1:1 
proportion, this is not so for the lower size classes, where there 
is also a considerable difference between centric and acentric 
chromosomes (Tables 5 and 6). Therefore this proposition is rejected.
(6) Centromere subunit polarity reversal
If the assumption of variability in the direction of chromatid 
subunits is retained but reunion to form rings is restricted to 
regions of opposite polarity then all induced rings will result in 
single rings. If SCE's are now imposed on this model an odd number 
of exchanges will produce 2-rings while an even number of exchanges 
retains the 1-ring type. A further set of hypothetical curves can 
then be constructed which are the inverted mirror image of the 
previous set of curves (Fig. 11). The proportions of 2-ring to 1-ring 
types both for centric rings in tetraploid cells and acentric rings 
in diploid cells are also given. Although the 95% confidence limits 
of each proportion in its size class are considerable (Tables 5 and 6), 
the acentric ring data are compatible with there being uniform subunit
e-3
; - «n
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SNoiivy noi jr;oD owiy-s Noiiuodoud
Ch.V. Figure 11: The proportions of 2—ring configurations found in
different ring chromosome size classes.- Solid circles represent 
centric rings in tetraploid cells; starred circles represent 
acentric rings in diploid cells. Curves depict the expected 
proportions of 2-ring configurations for 0.08, 0.16 and 0.24 SCE's 
per micron for uniform subunit polarity (curves a,b and c) and for 
a restriction on rejoining at the time of ring formation to regions 
of opposite polarity (curves d,e and f).
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polarity along a chromatid arm. However, the centric ring data do 
not fit the proposition that the directional sense of the subunit is 
uniform along the full length of the chromatid. The most obvious 
point of difference is therefore the centromere and the data implies 
that there is a directional change at the centromere (Figure 12).
Since in Vicia centric rings are expected to be largely derived from 
the metacentric chromosome, a centromere difference could therefore 
be confined to this one chromosome of the haploid complement. Only 
two points on the graph however, support such a possibility; all 
other points are fully compatible with either subunit uniformity along 
a chromatid or a centromeric discontinuity.
(7) Sister chromatid exchanges with and. without polarity reversal
Since it is highly probable that spontaneous SCE's are reasonably 
frequent events the question can be asked as to whether SCE’s alone 
can produce the frequencies of the various configurations recorded.
The data is too variable to allow a definitive estimate of sister 
chromatid exchange frequency per micron from the graphs. However, a 
number of estimates within the range may be used for the purposes of 
analysis.
(a) Centric rings in tetraploid cells
If the scheme presented in Figure 9 is followed then no SCE's 
ensure 2 free monocentric rings while 1 SCE generates a dicentric,
2 SCE's generate interlocked or free monocentric rings in equal 
frequencies and 3 SCE's generate pretzels or dicentrics in equal 
frequencies. If SCE's follow Poisson expectation, then the frequencies 
of the different configurations can be predicted for a given exchange 
frequency per micron and a given ring circumference. For the purposes 
of analysis 4 or more SCE's will be disregarded. Also since a
S U B U N I T  P OL A RI T Y C H A N G E
C E N T R O M E R E  S E P A R A T I O N
Ch.V. Figure 12: A mechanism for the origin of single centric
rings in tetraploid cells. A change in the 
polarity of chromosome subunits at the centro 
mere. Each line represents a "duplication- 
segregation" subunit with arrows indicating 
directional polarity.
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centromeric discontinuity is possible a scheme where 0 SCE’s results in a 
dicentric, while 1 SCE results in 2 free or interlocked monocentric 
rings in equal frequencies, provides an alternative set of frequencies.
Considering the centric ring results from Table 8, amalgamation 
of the 4.0, 5.0 and 6.0 p size classes and the 7.0, 8.0 and 9.0 p 
size classes provides two sets of reasonable numbers. Using two SCE 
frequencies, 0.08 and 0.16 SCE’s per micron the predicted numbers for 
the different chromosome configurations for both subunit continuity 
and centromeric discontinuity are given in Table 12. Testing observed 
versus predicted data for the various possibilities by y2 analysis 
results in only the mean 8.0 p class with 0.16 SCE’s per micron and 
assuming a centromeric discontinuity fitting actual results. This is 
therefore in agreement with the proposition that there is a centromeric 
change in at least one chromosome of the Vida complement. The 
majority of centric rings of greater than 7.0 p circumference would be 
derived from the metacentric chromosome, which is the chromosome 
favoured to have a centromeric discontinuity. Also if the centric 
ring chromosomes of mean circumference 5.0 p are derived from chromosomes 
with both subunit continuity and with a centromeric change, then SCE’s 
could be expected to produce configurations in the proportions observed. 
It is therefore not surprising that this data do not fit any 
expectation. It is probable that interlocked monocentric rings would 
be difficult to score in the lower size classes and therefore this 
configuration may be under represented. The results favour SCE frequency 
being within the range 0.10 to 0.16 SCE’s per micron which is similar 
to the 0.14 aut.oradiographically determined SCE's per micron in rod 
chromosomes (Geard and Peacock, 1969) .
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(b) Acentric rings in diploid cells
Assuming as before that 0 SCE’s result in 2-chromatid rings»
1 SCE results in a 1-chromatid ring, 2 SCE's result in free and 
interlocked rings in equal frequencies etc.; the predicted 
frequencies for the different configurations for those classes where 
there is adequate data and for the combined data from Table 10 are 
given in Table 13. In the lowest class there is reasonable agreement 
between observed data and that expected if 0.16 SCE’s per micron 
produced the configurations. However, in the other size classes and 
for the combined data there is a considerable excess of observed 
interlocked rings over that expected if SCE’s were the cause. As 
pointed out previously one means of obtaining interlocks involves a 
360° twist of the chromosome before reunion of broken ends. Subsequent 
replication produces interlocking of ring chromatids while one SCE in 
the appropriate direction generates a pretzel and in the opposite 
direction a single free ring. If the considerable degree of inter­
locking of acentric 2-chromatid rings is not due to sister chromatid 
exchanges, this is in disagreement with the centric rings data where 
alternatives to SCE's did not need to be invoked.
In acentric rings from diploid cells it is highly probable that 
SCE’s largely produce the various chromosome configurations, with a 
significant contribution possibly due to twisting of the chromatid 
before reunion of broken ends after induced breakage. The original 
conclusion that there is subunit continuity within a chromatid arm 
is unaltered, with spontaneous breakage or twisting phenomena occurring 
at a comparatively high frequency. Unless the replication of ring 
chromatids initiates unusual events not normally associated with rod 
chromosome replication, the level of SCE’s found (0.10-0.16 SCE’s per 
micron), which approximates that in labelled chromosomes (Geard and
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Peacock, 1969) , implies that radiation from the incorporated tritium 
plays a comparatively minor role in exchange induction in rod 
chromosomes.
(c) Acentric rings in tetraploid cells
The types and frequencies of acentric rings in tetraploid cells 
should be predictable from those found in diploid cells. One 
immediate discrepancy is the fact that 2-chromat.id pretzels were not seen 
in tetraploid cells. However, since the relationship between 1-chromatid 
and 2-chromatid rings in diploid cells is not influenced by twisting 
the frequencies of acentric ring types in tetraploid cells should be 
predictable on the following rationale.
After the induction of an acentric ring in Gl, replication produces 
two chromatid rings. Prior to the first metaphase let the probability 
of a conversion to one ring be p, where p depends on ring circumference 
and the magnitude of exchange probability, and is the summation of the 
odd terms of the Poisson distribution assuming exchange independence. 
There is then a probability of non-conversion of (1-p) (i.e. the even 
terms of the Poisson distribution). The behaviour over two divisions 
is shown in Figure 13. If ring size is doubled for the first metaphase 
the value of p is changed for the second cycle and is designed as p*.
Ring size is either constant or doubled, therefore summation of the 
appropriate elements shows that the expectation for 4 chromatid rings 
is:
E(4) = (1 - p).(1 - p)2;
for 2 equal chromatid rings plus 1 double ring:
E(3) = (1-p). [2p(l - p));
for 2 chromatid rings:
E(2) = (1 - p)p2 + p.(l - p*);
and for 1 chromatid ring:
E(l) = p.p*.
ACE NTRIC RING
Ch.V. Figure 13: A mechanism for the origin of acentric ring
chromosome configurations in tetraploid cells 
Sister chromatid exchanges over two divisions 
when exchange frequency is proportional to 
ring circumference. Odd numbers of exchanges 
generate single rings.
r—
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Pooling the size classes for acentric rings in tetraploid cells 
between 4.0-5.9 y results in a mean ring circumference of 5.0 y 
and various SCE’s frequencies/y can then be used to predict the 
frequencies of ring types. Examination of Table 14 shows that no 
SCE frequency gives a good fit to the data. This is largely due to 
a deficiency of three-ring types and an excess of two-ring types.
As pointed out previously many of the ring distributions per cell 
showed overdispersion. One explanation was the possible misscoring 
of some events such as three-ring types, where one ring is double 
the circumference of the other two, as a two-ring event and a one- 
ring event. The circumference of the single ring had to be closely 
double that of the other two rings for the situation to be designated 
as a three-ring type. Since some misscoring of this nature is highly 
probable, this may explain the 3 ring class under-representation.
If such is the case then the acentric ring type frequencies seen in 
tetraploid cells are probably the result of a SCE frequency of about 
0.08/y which compares favourably with previous indications.
This argument does not take into account the high frequency of 
interlocking and pretzels in rings from tetraploid cells (Tables 9 
and 11). The analysis of acentric rings in diploid cells showed that 
the frequencies of the various configurations could not be explained 
by SCE’s alone, though twisting before reunion of broken ends can 
explain the high incidence of interlocking and subsequent pretzels. 
Contingency analysis of the diploid data in Table 10 and tetraploid 
data in Table 11 shows clearly that the ploidy states are equivalent 
in respect of the frequencies of interlocks and pretzels in given 
size classes. This supports the view that the same mechanism is 
operating in both cell cycles. However, in the second cell cycle 
it becomes necessary to propose that a chromatid in G1 break
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spontaneously and that a 360° twist ensues before reunion. While 
this possibility cannot be confirmed, a further means of obtaining 
interlocks involves replicated ring chromatids. It is apparent 
that sister chromatid exchanges are comparatively common and are one 
result of sister chromatids breaking at similar sites. It might be 
expected that restitution would commonly follow such spontaneous 
ruptures, with sister chromatid exchanges being an alternative.
However, if in some instances, displacement of broken ends took place 
before restitution one ring chromatid interlocking another could result. 
Alternatively, the rupture of one ring chromatid only, with a displacement 
of broken ends before reunion could result in the restituted ring 
chromatid interlocking the other. This could be applicable in both 
cell cycles. The tensions inherent in replicating ring chromosomes 
of these lengths may cause such events. It is certainly not possible 
to explain how a chain of four interlocked rings can arise by SCE's 
and/or twisting. Breakage and displacement before reunion of the 
original chromatids however can explain such configurations. Therefore 
breakage and reunion may be a common place event in replicating or 
post-replication chromosomes.
CONCLUSION
The proposition that subunits of a chromatid are continuous in a 
directional sense has been examined by observing the behaviour of 
induced ring chromosomes in Vioia faba. The simple expectation that 
after replication equal size ring chromatids would freely separate 
and segregate has not been realised. Ring chromosomes were distinguish­
able as centric or acentric and were separately assessed. In both 
cases a high frequency of single rings, and of interlocked rings and 
other configurations was observed. These deviations could be explained
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on the basis of exchanges between sister ring chromatids and of 
other events following chromatid rupture. Although an accurate 
estimate of sister chromatid exchange frequency was difficult, 
this appears to be between 0.08 and 0.16 SCE's per micron of 
metaphase chromosome. This compares with 0.14 autoradiographically 
detectable SCE’s/y in Vicia rod chromosomes (Geard and Peacock,
1969). Therefore unless ring chromosomes are highly abnormal, 
exchanges between sister chromatids are comparatively common and 
thus spontaneous rupture of chromatids is also a common phenomenon 
in replicating or post-replication chromosomes.
Even when these factors are taken into consideration a fundamental 
difference appears to exist between centric and acentric rings. Results 
are compatible with a chromatid arm being one DNA molecule or a number 
of DNA molecules with an identical directional sense. However, 
analysis of centric ring chromosomes does not favour the proposition 
that the DNA is of uniform polarity along the length of all chromosomes. 
It is possible that in the long metacentric chromosomes of the V-lcia 
complement there is a change of polarity at the centromere.
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CHAPTER VI
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
3The autoradiographic analysis of II -thymidine labelled chromosomes 
of WaVlabia bicolov over three divisions has shown that while comparable 
tritium induced aberrations (chromatid deletions) decline with 
successive divisions the level of tritium induced aberrations is higher 
in 2nd than 1st division cells. This can be attributed to irradiation 
over a complete cell cycle more than compensating for a two-fold 
reduction in tritium content with irradiation over only part of S and 
G2. Tritium is capable of inducing highly localised aberrations as 
is shown by the tendency for aberrations to occur in labelled regions 
in 3rd division chromosomes which indicates the probability of an 
intranuclear tritium dose effect.
However, while aberrations appear to be largely dependent on 
tritium level, sister chromatid exchanges occur at a considerably 
higher frequency, and two lines of evidence indicate that they are 
formed largely independent of the cellular tritium content.
(i) Prediction of levels of SCE's at the 2nd division 
(formed over 2 divisions) from the frequency of 
SCE's formed only in the 3rd division is compatible 
only with SCE's being equal and independent over 
divisions.
(ii) The ratio of twin:single SCE's in tetraploid cells 
is also compatible with independence but a component 
of tritium induced exchanges cannot be excluded.
Further it is shown that exchanges are largely distributed at random 
along WaVlabia chromosomes and are proportional (in frequency) to 
chromosome length, with very little tendency for centromeric
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localisation. The finding of a tritium independence for exchanges 
therefore cannot be attributed to a saturation of sites for exchange.
It has also been shown that coincident exchanges result in under­
estimates of the actual exchange level when exchanges are recorded 
on 2nd division chromosomes only, a criticism applicable to all 
previous studies. While these findings are not definitive it is 
possible that sister chromatid exchanges are, in part at least, 
spontaneous events in Waltabia chromosomes.
While the choice of sister chromosome pairs in 2nd division 
post label tetraploid cells considerably influences the ratio of 
twin:single SCE's obtained, the unambiguous data (from paired sex 
chromosomes) indicate that choosing pairs to maximise twin exchanges 
is valid. It is most probable that the frequency of false twins 
(incorrectly paired single exchanges) is counterbalanced by the loss 
of twins (1st division exchange) due to coincident or near coincident 
2nd division exchanges. A maximum allowance for error whereby only 
experimentally determined "false" twins are considered still 
unequivocally results in support for "duplication-segregation" subunits 
following a restricted pattern of rejoining in an exchange event.
The frequencies of labelled versus unlabelled centromeric regions 
in 3rd division metaphases show that chromatids do not co-segregate 
in sets which contain "duplication-segregation" subunits replicated 
in the same division cycle. This restriction also applies to chromatids 
of homologous pairs of chromosomes. Although evidence is not extensive 
data do not demonstrate any tendency for homologous chromosomes which 
have been ruptured to unite disproportionately to other chromosomes.
This indicates that somatic association of homologous chromatids of 
Waitabia in G1 is not pronounced if present at all.
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The question as to whether the different polarities at a site of 
the 2 "duplication-segregation" subunits is continuous in a directional 
sense along a chromatid was examined by following the consequences of 
replication of induced ring chromosomes of Vicia faba. Gamma ray 
irradiation of primary radicles of Vicia faba resulted in ring 
chromosome induction; large numbers of ring chromosomes examined 
after one or two replications were classified into several types of 
ring configurations. In colchicine accumulated cells the expectation 
of a geometric increase in numbers of free equal sized rings in cells 
of increasing ploidy due to an uninterrupted succession of duplication 
cycles was not fulfilled.
Centric and acentric ring chromosomes were separately assessed, 
both in diploid and tetraploid cells. For both types there were 
considerable numbers of single rings and of interlocked rings. 
Consideration of a number of possible causes indicates that spontaneous 
sister chromatid exchanges and other rupture-reunion phenomena can 
produce the configurations seen. The level of sister chromatid 
exchanges postulated to occur equates that determined for autoradio­
graphic SCE’s in rod chromosomes of Vicia faba. The results from 
Wallabia indicate that this is an underestimate, nevertheless the 
level (in ring chromosomes) of spontaneous SCE*s and therefore of 
spontaneous breakage events is still substantial. Unless the 
replication of ring chromosomes produces conditions unusual in rod 
chromosome replication, spontaneous rupture is possibly a comparitively 
common phenomenon in replicating or post replication Vicia chromosomes.
Despite these findings a fundamental difference remains between 
centric and acentric chromosomes. The acentric results are compatible 
with a chromatid arm being one DNA molecule or a number of DNA 
molecules with an identical directional sense. However the centric
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ring results favour a difference at the centromere in at least 
the metacentric chromosome of the Vida complement. That is, the 
two "duplication-segregation" subunits which extend the length of the 
chromosome, may exhibit a change of polarity at the centromere.
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